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We devote this work to the study of the mean-field phase diagram of the ν = 0 quantum Hall state in bilayer
graphene and the computation of the corresponding neutral collective modes, extending the results of recent
works in the literature. Specifically, we provide a detailed classification of the complete orbital-valley-spin
structure of the collective modes and show that phase transitions are characterized by singlet modes in orbital
pseudospin, which are independent of the Coulomb strength and suffer strong many-body corrections from
short-range interactions at low momentum. We describe the symmetry breaking mechanism for phase transitions
in terms of the valley-spin structure of the Goldstone modes. For the remaining phase boundaries, we prove that
the associated exact SO(5) symmetry existing at zero Zeeman energy and interlayer voltage survives as a weaker
mean-field symmetry of the Hartree-Fock equations. We extend the previous results for bilayer graphene to the
monolayer scenario. Finally, we show that taking into account Landau level mixing through screening does not
modify the physical picture explained above.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the integer [1,2] and fractional
quantum Hall (QH) effects [3–5], a large number of works have
been devoted to the study of two-dimensional (2D) systems
in the presence of strong perpendicular magnetic fields. Due
to its chiral character, rich valley-spin structure and relatively
large cyclotron frequency, graphene is a particulary interesting
scenario to test QH features.
In this way, the study of QH states in graphene has been
a hot topic of research in the last years [6–32]. Among all
the possible QH states, the ν = 0 QH state, corresponding to
the charge neutrality point, has received special attention due
to its intriguing strongly insulating behavior in both bilayer
and monolayer graphene at zero in-plane magnetic field. In
particular, the bilayer provides a more interesting scenario
because of the richer structure of its zero-energy Landau level
(LL) and the possibility of introducing an energy bias between
the two valleys with the help of a perpendicular electric field.
In fact, Ref. [22] presented a complete characterization of
the mean-field phase diagram of the ν = 0 QH state in bilayer
graphene, taking into account the most general spin symmetric
interactions (including short-range valley/sublattice asymmet-
ric interactions) and the introduction of a voltage between
the two layers. The identified phases are ferromagnetic (F),
canted antiferromagnetic (CAF), fully layer-polarized (FLP),
and partially layer-polarized (PLP) [22]. The resulting phase
diagram is analog to that of monolayer graphene [21] due to the
identical structure of the Hamiltonian governing short-range
valley/sublattice asymmetric interactions.
Complementarily, the computation of the spectrum of
the collective excitations in QH integer states has been
also the subject of study of an important number of works
[7–9,14,25,27,29,33,34]. For instance, the spectrum of inter-
LL collective excitations was obtained in Refs. [8,14,34]. On
the other hand, the spectrum of intra-LL excitations within the
*jrmnova@fis.ucm.es
zero-energy Landau level was computed for the ν = 0 QH state
[33] and the rest of integer QH states [25] allowing only for
long-range and interlayer Coulomb interactions. In Ref. [27],
the dispersion relation of the modes for the Kekulé distortion
(KD) and CAF phases of the ν = 0 QH state was computed
for monolayer graphene using an effective low-energy model.
Also within the ν = 0 QH state in the monolayer scenario, the
bulk and edge collective modes of the CAF and F phases were
obtained in Ref. [29].
We devote this work to the computation of the mean-field
energies and the intra-LL collective modes of the whole
phase diagram of the ν = 0 QH state of bilayer graphene, as
presented in Ref. [22]. Specifically, we compute the dispersion
relation within the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation (TDHFA), considering the complete Hamiltonian of
short-range interactions [22] and also including explicitly the
interaction of the electrons with the filled Dirac sea [20],
devoting special attention to the characterization of the rich
orbital-valley-spin structure of the modes, induced by the
short-range valley-asymmetric interactions, and to the study
of phase transitions in terms of these modes. In this way, the
work here presented provides a natural continuation to the
recent literature on the field.
In particular, we show that only singlet modes in orbital
pseudospin are strongly modified by many-body effects arising
from short-range interactions while the remaining modes are
almost unaffected by them due to the dominant character of
long-range Coulomb interactions. Indeed, as these orbital-
singlet modes are independent of the Coulomb interaction
strength at low momentum, they also represent the lowest-
energy neutral excitations of the system, playing a crucial
role in understanding the stability of the different phases.
Regarding the valley-spin structure of the modes, we classify
them according to the conserved valley and spin quantum
numbers of the total Hamiltonian. We find that, while the
FLP-PLP transition is governed by a spin-singlet mode, the F-
CAF transition is governed by a valley-triplet one; this contrast
arises due to the different nature of the spontaneous symmetry
breaking mechanism of the CAF and PLP phases. Interestingly,
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we prove that the remaining phase boundaries, F-FLP and
CAF-PLP, present a gapless mode arising from a mean-field
symmetry inherited from the full exact SO(5) symmetry
existing at the same boundaries for zero Zeeman energy and
zero interlayer voltage [27]. Moreover, we show that the CAF
and PLP phases are able to present dynamical instabilities as
a result of their spontaneously broken symmetries.
The strong analogy between the ν = 0 QH states in bilayer
and monolayer graphene allows us to straightforwardly trans-
late most of these results to the monolayer scenario, recovering
essentially the same results of Ref. [29]. We also study the
effects of Landau level mixing by considering the screening
effect of Coulomb interaction in the large-N approximation
[21,35–38], showing that the described orbital-valley-spin
structure still holds, quantitatively (but not qualitatively)
changing the dispersion relation of the modes. Finally, we
relate the results presented in this work with experimental
scenarios, including a computation of the mean-field transport
gaps and a discussion on the collective modes detection.
We remark that the collective modes calculated in the
present work are neutral and, therefore, topologically trivial
[39,40]. The charged, topologically nontrivial excitations
(skyrmions) have been studied in both monolayer [7] and
bilayer [12] graphene, and the effect of short-range interactions
[27] and screening [21] on the nonlinear sigma-model stiffness
coefficients has been addressed for monolayer graphene. Here
we provide the corrections due to short range interactions to
the stiffness coefficients in the bilayer case as well.
The paper is arranged as follows: we first introduce the
effective projected Hamiltonian considered in this work in
Sec. II. We rederive in Sec. III the phase diagram of Ref. [22]
using a Hartree-Fock (HF) mean-field scheme and compute
the corresponding mean-field energies and transport gaps.
The dispersion relation of the different collective modes,
computed within the TDHFA, is shown in Sec. IV. We translate
the same calculations to monolayer graphene in Sec. V.
Effects of LL mixing are studied in Sec. VI. A discussion
on experimental features is presented in Sec. VII. Finally, the
conclusions are drawn in Sec. VIII. Technical details about the
diagonalization of the HF equations and the TDHFA are given
in Appendices A–C.
II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR THE ν = 0
QUANTUM HALL STATE IN BILAYER GRAPHENE
A. Low-energy Hamiltonian
In the first place, we briefly present the effective
model used in this work for bilayer graphene, following
Refs. [6,21–23,34], where the reader is referred for more
details. The effective dynamics at low energies can be
described by a two-band model [6], in which the field operator
for electrons has eight components and reads
ˆψ(x) =
[
ˆψ+(x)
ˆψ−(x)
]
,
ˆψξ (x) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ˆψKAξ (x)
ˆψK ˜Bξ (x)
ˆψK ′ ˜Bξ (x)
ˆψK ′Aξ (x)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≡
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ˆψK ¯Aξ (x)
ˆψK ¯Bξ (x)
ˆψK ′ ¯Aξ (x)
ˆψK ′ ¯Bξ (x)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦, ξ = ±, (1)
where A and ˜B are the most far apart sublattices, Kand K ′ are
the two valleys, and ξ is the spin polarization. We note that the
two sublattices are interchanged in the K ′ valley so, as usually
done, we will refer to the corresponding subspace as ¯A ¯B in
order to avoid confusions. The eight components of the field
operator then correspond to the total space KK ′ ⊗ ¯A ¯B ⊗ s, s
being the spin space.
The corresponding effective Hamiltonian of the system
is ˆH = ˆH0 + ˆHC + ˆHsr. After neglecting trigonal warping
effects and other small corrections [6,23,26,34,41], the single-
particle Hamiltonian ˆH0 reads
ˆH0 =
∫
d2x ˆψ†(x)[HB + V Tzz − Zσz] ˆψ(x), (2)
where Tij = τKK ′i ⊗ τ ¯A ¯Bj ⊗ ˆ1s and i,j = 0,x,y,z with τi , i =
x,y,z, the usual Pauli matrices and τ0 = ˆ1 while σz is the
corresponding Pauli matrix in the spin space. In the following,
the Pauli matrices in valley or sublattice space are denoted
using the letter τ and the Pauli matrices in spin space are
denoted using the letter σ .
The first term between square brackets in Eq. (2), HB , is
a 2 × 2 matrix acting in the ¯A ¯B subspace and corresponds to
the kinetic energy:
HB = h¯ωB
[
0 a2B
(a†B)2 0
]
,
ωB = eB⊥
m
= 1.76 × 1011 me
m
B⊥[T]Hz (3)
= 6.28 × 1012B⊥[T]Hz,
m being the effective mass for which we take the experimental
value m = 0.028me, with me the electron mass [42], and aB
the magnetic annihilation operator
aB = lB
h¯
πy + iπx√
2
, lB =
√
h¯
eB⊥
= 25.7√
B⊥[T]
nm. (4)
The operators πi = −ih¯∂i + eAi , i = x,y, are the momentum
components after the Peierls substitution [43] and the magni-
tude lB is referred as the magnetic length.
The second term, V Tzz, arises from a voltage difference
between the two layers, V = Eaz/2, with E the perpendicular
electric field and az ≈ 0.35 nm the separation between the
layers, while the third term takes into account the Zeeman
effect, Z = μBB, B =
√
B2‖ + B2⊥. Here, we assume that the
total magnetic field is not necessarily along the z direction, i.e.,
it can present a parallel component to the graphene plane, B‖.
The polarizations ξ = ± correspond to the spin components
that are antiparallel (parallel) to the total magnetic field B,
respectively.
Taking into account that only the perpendicular magnetic
field affects the orbital motion and using the Landau gauge,
we can write the potential vector as A(x) = [0,B⊥x,0]. In
this particular gauge, the eigenstates of HB are characterized
by the following quantum numbers: the magnetic index n,
which is an integer number and characterizes the energy
of the corresponding Landau level, n; the momentum in
the y-direction, k, and the polarization in the valley-spin
(KK ′ ⊗ s) space,α. Specifically, they are given by0n,k,α(x) =
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0n,k(x)χα , where χα is an arbitrary four-component spinor
in valley-spin space while the orbital wave function with
components in the space ¯A ¯B is
0n,k(x) =
eiky√
Ly
1√
2
[
(sgn n) φ|n|−2
(
x + kl2B
)
φ|n|
(
x + kl2B
)
]
,
n = (sgn n)
√
|n|(|n| − 1)h¯ωB, (5)
for |n| 	= 0,1 and
0n,k(x) =
eiky√
Ly
[
0
φ|n|
(
x + kl2B
)], n = 0 (6)
for the degenerate levels |n| = 0,1 with zero energy (note
that n = ±1 are indeed the same state). Hereafter, we refer
to this manifold of states as the zero Landau level (ZLL).
In the previous equations, Ly is the length of the system in
the y direction and φn(x) is the usual harmonic oscillator
wave function [see Eq. (A2)]. We see that the kinetic energy
is degenerate in y-momentum and valley-spin polarization;
in particular, the degeneracy in k for each magnetic level
n is NB = S/2πl2B , S being the total area of the system.
Interestingly, the wave functions in the ZLL only have
nonvanishing components in the subspace KK ′ ⊗ ¯B ⊗ s.
Using the previous eigenfunctions, the field operator is
decomposed as
ˆψ(x) =
∞∑
n=−∞
′ ∑
k,α
0n,k,α(x)cˆn,k,α, (7)
where ′ means that n takes every integer value except n = −1.
With respect to the interacting part of the Hamiltonian, ˆHC
represents the long-range Coulomb interaction:
ˆHC = 12
∫
d2xd2x′:[ ˆψ†(x) ˆψ(x)]V0(x − x′)[ ˆψ†(x′) ˆψ(x′)]:
(8)
Here, : denotes normal ordering of the field operators and
V0(x) = e2c/κ|x| is the Coulomb potential, with e2c ≡ e2/4π0
and κ the dielectric constant of the environment. Finally, for
the short-range interaction Hamiltonian, ˆHsr, we consider the
most general expression compatible with all the symmetries
of the problem [21]:
ˆHsr =
∑
i,j
′ 1
2
gij
∫
d2x [ ˆψ†(x)Tij ˆψ(x)]2 : . (9)
The ′ in this sum denotes that we exclude the symmetric
term i = j = 0, already accounted by the long-range Coulomb
interaction. These interactions are asymmetric in the valley and
sublattice spaces. The origin of these short-range interactions
are the Coulomb interaction between sublattice/valley spaces
and the electron-phonon interactions, which we also treat as
short-ranged [21]. For shortness, we refer in the following to
the long-range Coulomb interactions as simply Coulomb inter-
actions. Except for the kinetic energy term, this Hamiltonian
is formally similar to that of monolayer graphene, see Sec. V.
The two-band model is expected to work quite well in a
wide range of magnetic fields 1 T  B⊥  30 T, specially for
the ZLL [41]. For lower magnetic fields, trigonal warping
effects become important and for larger magnetic fields one
has to use the complete four-band model, as the overlap of the
wave function of the n = 1 level with the ignored sublattices
is not negligible. Other small corrections to the two-band
Hamiltonian here considered break the degeneracy between
the single-particle energies of the n = 0 and 1 levels [25]
but they are negligible compared to the analog Lamb shift,
discussed in the next section.
B. Projection onto the zero Landau level
We now address the study of the ν = 0 QH state, which
corresponds to a half-filling of the ZLL and complete filling
of all LLs with n  −2. For that purpose, we make an
estimation of the order of magnitude of the different terms in
the Hamiltonian and we compare them with the typical energy
difference between LLs, h¯ωB . For the Zeeman term, we find
Z
h¯ωB
= 0.014 B
B⊥
 1 (10)
for realistic values of the ratio B/B⊥ while for the Coulomb
interaction one has
FC
h¯ωB
= 13.58
κ
√
B⊥[T]
, FC ≡ e
2
c
κlB
. (11)
Usual values for the perpendicular magnetic field are
B⊥  1 T and the highest available continuous magnetic field
in the laboratory is B⊥  80 T [44], which means that the
strength of the Coulomb interaction verifies FC  h¯ωB when
the environment is vacuum (κ = 1). The interlayer voltage can
in principle vary in a wide range [25,41] but we keep its value
sufficiently small here, V  h¯ωB . Finally, a dimensional
analysis of the short-range terms gives an estimation for the
coupling constants gij ∼ e2cd/κ with d ∼ 0.1 nm the typical
length scale of the lattice. Then, the energy scale associated to
the short-range interactions is ∼ e2c d
κl2B
, which is small compared
to the LL separation as
e2cd
κl2Bh¯ωB
∼ FC
h¯ωB
d
lB
∼ 0.1
κ
 1. (12)
We note that the energy associated to the short-range
interactions scales linearly with the magnetic field although
for low values of the magnetic field the coupling constants
themselves can be renormalized [21,22], see also Sec. VI.
As a result of the above analysis, the only term that is not
small compared to the separation between LLs is that related
with Coulomb interactions. We begin by treating Coulomb
interactions as weak, FC  h¯ωB ; for instance, by supposing a
typical value κ = 5 and a magnetic fieldB ∼ 20 T,FC/h¯ωB ∼
0.5, which can be regarded as sufficiently small to treat it
perturbatively. In Sec. VI, we address the usual situation FC 
h¯ωB and explain how to deal with it.
Taking into account the previous considerations and in
order to study the lowest energy excitations, we neglect LL
mixing and restrict ourselves to the ZLL by projecting the
full Hamiltonian into that subspace, as previously done in
Refs. [21,22,25,33]. We remark [see Eq. (6) and ensuing
discussion] that the states in the ZLL belong to the KK ′ ⊗
¯B ⊗ s space, which means that they are localized, for each
valley, in one sublattice or the other and correspondingly, in
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one layer or the other. Thus, within the ZLL, the sublattice
degree of freedom becomes equivalent to the valley degree of
freedom. The resulting effective Hamiltonian for the ZLL is
ˆH (0) =
∫
d2x ˆψ†(x)[−V τz − Zσz] ˆψ(x)
+ 1
2
∫
d2xd2x′:[ ˆψ†(x) ˆψ(x)]V0(x−x′)[ ˆψ†(x′) ˆψ(x′)]:
+
∑
i
1
2
∫
d2x gi : [ ˆψ†(x)τi ˆψ(x)]2 :
+
∫
d2xd2x′ ˆψ†(x)VDS(x,x′) ˆψ(x′), (13)
where τi ≡ τKK ′i and gi = gi0 + giz,i = 1,2,3. As we restrict
to the ZLL, the kinetic energy term is suppressed. We
have neglected the symmetric short-range interaction, arising
from the coupling g0z, due to its smallness compared to
the symmetric Coulomb interaction [21]. Using symmetry
considerations, it can be proven that gx = gy ≡ g⊥ [21,37],
so there are only two independent coupling constants g⊥,gz.
The potential VDS(x,x′) represents the mean-field interaction
of the ZLL with the (inert) Dirac sea compound by all
the occupied states with n  −2 [20,26,45]. As shown in
Appendix A 2, this potential is diagonal within the ZLL; its
explicit expression is given by Eq. (A38). The projection onto
the ZLL leads to a field operator of the form
ˆψ(x) =
∑
n=0,1
∑
k,α
0n,k,α(x)cˆn,k,α. (14)
III. HARTREE-FOCK EQUATIONS AND MEAN-FIELD
PHASE DIAGRAM
In order to obtain the mean-field phase diagram of the ν = 0
QH state at zero temperature, we use the Hartree-Fock (HF)
approximation for the self-consistent single-particle wave
functions, which we denote as n,k,α . The corresponding HF
equations for the Hamiltonian (13) read (we refer the reader
to Appendix A for all the technical details)
n,αn,k,α(x) =
∫
d2x′VDS(x,x′)n,k,α(x′) −
∑
m,p,β
νm,β
∫
d2x′V0(x − x′)m,p,β(x)†m,p,β (x′)n,k,α(x′)
+
∑
i
∑
m,p,β
νm,βgi([†m,p,β(x)τim,p,β (x)]τin,k,α(x) − τim,p,β (x)†m,p,β (x)τin,k,α(x))
− V τzn,k,α(x) − Zσzn,k,α(x), (15)
where the indices n,m = 0,1 label the magnetic levels, k,p
are the momenta in the y-direction and α,β represent the
polarization in the valley-spin space. We have made explicit
that we are dealing with an integer QH state, so every orbital
p is filled in the same way and then, the occupation number
νn,p,α of each state solely depends on n and α, νn,p,α = νn,α .
In particular, for the ν = 0 QH state, only half of the ZLL
is filled. Thus, for each value of the y-momentum k, only
four states of the eightfold space, formed by the 0,1 magnetic
states and the valley-spin degrees of freedom, are occupied.
As usual, the direct (Hartree) term for the Coulomb interaction
is suppressed by the positive charge background.
An important result is that the orbital part of the self-
consistent HF wave functions is equal to that of the noninter-
acting wave functions, given in Eq. (6); see Appendix A for the
proof. Hence, the only remaining task is to specify the spinors
χα . In order to minimize the dominant Coulomb interaction,
the electrons occupy in the same way the valley-spin space for
the two magnetic levels, i.e., ν0,a = ν0,b = ν1,a = ν1,b = 1,
with χa,b two orthogonal spinors [12,22] so the mean-field
ground state is of the form
|0〉 =
∏
p
cˆ
†
0,p,a cˆ
†
1,p,a cˆ
†
0,p,bcˆ
†
1,p,b|DS〉, (16)
with |DS〉 the Dirac sea formed by all occupied Landau levels
with n  −2.
The four remaining unoccupied states of the ZLL are
characterized by the spinors χc,d . In this way, the occupation
number only depends on the valley-spin polarization α,
νn,α = να , taking the values α = a,b,c,d that correspond to an
orthonormal basis of the valley-spin space. These spinors are
computed after projecting the HF equations into the orbital part
of the wave functions, obtaining closed algebraic equations in
valley-spin space:
n,αχα = Fn2 χα − FnPχα − V τzχα − Zσzχα
+
∑
i
ui([tr(Pτi)]τi − τiP τi)χα, (17)
where ui = gi/πl2B and Fn = Fn0 + Fn1, with
F00 =
√
π
2
FC, F01 = F10 = 12F00, F11 =
3
4
F00. (18)
so F00 > F01 > F11 and then F0 > F1 as
F0 = 32F00, F1 = 54F00. (19)
The values of the factors Fnm are obtained by inserting the
Coulomb potential in Eq. (A24).
The term Fn/2 in Eq. (17) is the analog of the Lamb shift
[20,45], arising from the interaction of the ZLL with the Dirac
sea after the proper regularization of the Hamiltonian (see
Appendix A 2). The term −FnP arises from the exchange
Coulomb interaction, where the matrix P is the projector onto
the subspace formed by χa,b, P = χaχ †a + χbχ †b , and hence
Pχa,b = χa,b and Pχc,d = 0. The remaining terms are those
related with the short-range interactions and the valley-spin
part of the single-particle Hamiltonian. We see that the sole
dependence on the magnetic level is through the Coulomb and
Lamb-shift terms, while the other contributions to the energy
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V
FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the ν = 0 QH state. (Left) Phase diagram in the parameter space u⊥,uz. The point V is the intersection of all
phase boundaries. (Right) Expected phase diagram for fixed u⊥,uz, with uz > −u⊥ > 0, as a function of the Zeeman and voltage energies,
Z,V .
only depend on the spinor χα . Note that, although the interac-
tion with the Dirac sea favors the filling of the magnetic level
n = 1, it is still more energetically favorable to occupy in the
same way the levels n = 0,1 due to the exchange interaction.
Indeed, the mean-field state (16) is an exact eigenvalue of the
effective Hamiltonian (13) when short-range interactions are
neglected. As Coulomb interactions dominate over short-range
interactions, this mean-field solution is expected to provide a
very good approximation to the actual ground state [7,21],
showing the robustness of the formalism here considered.
As a result of the previous discussion, the HF energies can
be written as
n,(a,b) = −Fn2 + (a,b), n,(c,d) =
Fn
2
+ (c,d) (20)
with α depending only on the polarization α. The energy of
the total state (per wave vector state) is
EHF = − (F0 + F1)2 + 2E(P ),
E(P ) = 1
2
∑
i
ui{[tr(Pτi)]2 − tr(PτiP τi)}
− V tr(Pτz) − Ztr(Pσz). (21)
The contribution from Coulomb interaction to the total
energy turns out to be degenerate and does not depend on the
specific form of the occupied spinors χa,b. The actual ground
state of the system is determined by comparing the energies
corresponding to all possible solutions to the HF equations and
selecting that with lowest energy E(P ), in the same fashion
of Refs. [21,22]. Hence the corresponding mean-field phase
diagram for the ν = 0 QH state is the same of those references
and is represented in Fig. 1. The different possible phases
are ferromagnetic (F), canted antiferromagnetic (CAF),
fully layer-polarized (FLP), and partially layer-polarized
(PLP). The expected phase for the ν = 0 QH state of bilayer
graphene for V = 0 and zero in-plane component of the
magnetic field is the CAF phase [22,23,46], which implies
that uz > −u⊥ > 0. The exact values of these short-range
energies remain unknown but their order of magnitude is
uz,|u⊥| ∼ 0.1h¯ωB [24,47]. In the following, we treat them as
phenomenological inputs for the theory. All phase boundaries
intersect at the critical point
V = (∗Z,∗V ) = (−2u⊥,uz − u⊥). (22)
The complete phase diagram can be explored experimentally
by manipulating the in-plane component of the magnetic field
(which modifies the value of the total magnetic field B and
hence the value of Z) or the layer voltage (which modifies the
value of V ). This fact can be checked by looking at right Fig. 1,
where we represent the phase diagram as a function of the Zee-
man and voltage energies, (Z,V ), for fixed values of u⊥,uz
such that uz > −u⊥ > 0. The phase diagram here presented
describes the ν = 0 QH state for B⊥  1 T [22]; the com-
plementary phase diagram in the remaining limit of very low
perpendicular magnetic fieldsB⊥  1 T is studied in Ref. [32].
We now briefly describe all the phases and give the expressions
for the filled and empty valley-spin spinors, the matrix P and
the corresponding valley-spin energies α for each phase.
A. Ferromagnetic phase
In the F phase, all the electrons have the spin aligned with
the magnetic field. The complete set of solutions involves the
following four spinors in valley-spin space, with eigenvalues:
χa = |nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉, χb = |−nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉,
χc = |nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉, χd = |−nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉, (23)
a,b = −2u⊥ − uz − Z ∓ V , c,d = Z ∓ V ,
P = I + σz
2
, E(P ) = −(2u⊥ + uz) − 2Z.
Here, |±sz〉 denotes the state with spin polarization ξ = ±,
I the 4 × 4 identity matrix and |nz〉 = |K〉,|−nz〉 = |K ′〉.
165427-5
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The F phase is always a solution of the HF equations
although it does not always correspond to the actual ground
state.
B. Full layer-polarized phase
The FLP phase is the equivalent of the F phase but in
valley pseudospin, KK ′, which means that all the electrons
are concentrated on one layer (due to the equivalency of
valley-sublattice-layer in the ZLL in bilayer graphene). The
corresponding spinors are now
χa = |nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉, χb = |nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉,
χc = |−nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉, χd = |−nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉, (24)
a,b = uz ∓ Z − V , c,d = −2u⊥ − 2uz ∓ Z + V ,
P = I + τz
2
, E(P ) = uz − 2V .
In analogy to the F phase, it is always a solution to the HF
equations but not necessarily the ground-state. By comparing
the energies of the two phases, we obtain the boundary between
the F and FLP phases:
V − Z = u⊥ + uz. (25)
C. Canted antiferromagnetic phase
The previous phases would be the only possible phases
if there were not short-range interactions, i.e., u⊥ = uz = 0.
However, when taking into account these interactions, the
system can exhibit canted antiferromagnetism or partially
layer-polarization in order to minimize the interaction energy.
In the CAF phase, we have that
χa = |nz〉 ⊗ |sa〉, χb = |−nz〉 ⊗ |sb〉,
χc = |nz〉 ⊗ |−sa〉, χd = |−nz〉 ⊗ |−sb〉,
a,b = −uz − 2u⊥ cos2 θS − Z cos θS ∓ V = −uz ∓ V ,
c,d = −2u⊥ sin2 θS + Z cos θS ∓ V = −2u⊥ ∓ V ,
P = I + cos θSσz + sin θS(s‖ · σ )τz
2
,
E(P ) = −uz − Z cos θS, (26)
where |sa,b〉 are spin states with polarization given by the
vectors sa,b = [± sin θS cosφS, ± sin θS sinφS, cos θS], with
tilting angle cos θS = −Z/2u⊥, and s‖ = [cosφS, sinφS,0].
We choose the phases of these states in such a way that |sb〉 =
σz|sa〉 and |−sb〉 = −σz|−sa〉 so the CAF phase continuously
matches the F phase of Eq. (23) for θS = 0. As the azimuth φS
is a free parameter, the CAF phase exhibits a U(1) symmetry.
When this solutions exists, it always has lower energy than the
regular F phase, so the condition for the presence of the CAF
phase is just
cos θS < 1 ⇒ Z < Zc ≡ −2u⊥ (27)
with Zc the critical Zeeman field.
D. Partially layer-polarized phase
In analogy with the relation between the FLP and F
phases, the PLP is similar to the CAF phase but in valley
space:
χa = |n〉 ⊗ |sz〉, χb = |n〉 ⊗ |−sz〉,
χc = |−n〉 ⊗ |sz〉, χd = |−n〉 ⊗ |−sz〉,
a,b = u⊥ sin2 θV + uz cos2 θV ∓ Z
− V cos θV = u⊥ ∓ Z,
c,d = −2u⊥ − uz − u⊥ sin2 θV − uz cos2 θV (28)
+ V cos θV ∓ Z = −3u⊥ − uz ∓ Z,
P = I + n · τ
2
,
E(P ) = u⊥ sin2 θV + uz cos2 θV − 2V cos θV
= u⊥ − V cos θV
with |n〉 a state with valley-polarization given by n =
[sin θV cosφV , sin θV sinφV , cos θV ], cos θV = V /(uz − u⊥).
The PLP phase also presents an U(1) symmetry. In analogy
with the F-CAF phase transition, whenever this solution exists,
it has lower energy than the FLP phase so the existence
condition for the PLP phase is
cos θV < 1 ⇒ V < V c ≡ u⊥ + uz (29)
with V c the critical voltage energy. On the other hand, the
boundary between the PLP and the CAF phases is placed at
2V
uz − u⊥ +
2Z
2u⊥
= uz + u⊥. (30)
E. Transport gap
An experimental magnitude of interest that can be obtained
within the present mean-field computation is the transport gap
HF, defined as the energy difference between the lowest
energy empty state and the last filled state. From the above
results, and within the convention chosen here for the occupied
and empty levels, it is immediate to show that in all phases
HF = 1,c − 1,b = F1 + bc, bc ≡ c − b, (31)
in good agreement with Refs. [16,25], where the only
asymmetric interactions considered are interlayer Coulomb
interactions.
IV. COLLECTIVE MODES
A. Preliminary remarks
We proceed to compute the neutral collective modes of the
previous mean-field phases using the TDHFA. The general
formalism of the TDHFA and its application to integer
QH states is explained thoroughly in Appendix B, while
Appendix C provides all the technical details on the results
presented in this section.
Due to the particular form of the ν = 0 QH state, in which
the unoccupied levels have different valley-spin polarization
with respect to the occupied levels, the excitations correspond
to valley-spin waves. Within the TDHFA, the collective
modes are obtained from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the matrix ˜X(k), given by Eq. (C12). The wave vector k
corresponds to the momentum of the so-called magnetoexciton
[48], whose wave function is created by the action of the
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operator ˆM†nαn′α′(k) ≡ ˆM†nλξn′λ′ξ ′ (k) on the mean-field ground
state |0〉, with
ˆM
†
nλξn′λ′ξ ′(k) =
√
1
NB
∑
q
e−iqkx l
2
B cˆ
†
n,q+ ky2 ,λξ
cˆ
n′,q− ky2 ,λ′ξ ′
,
(32)
where we have made explicit the dependence in valley
λ = K,K ′ and spin ξ = ± indices of the total valley-spin
polarization index α. As well known from the general theory of
integer QH effect, the collective modes are expressed in terms
of linear combinations of magnetoexcitons. The resulting
dispersion relation is isotropic and only depends on k = |k|,
as shown in Appendix C.
In order to classify these modes, we study their symmetries
in the whole 8-dimensional space 01 ⊗ KK ′ ⊗ s, formed by
the tensorial product of the magnetic levels of the ZLL and the
valley-spin space. For that purpose, following the notation of
Ref. [25], we define the operators
ˆSi = 12
∑
n,p,λ
∑
ξ,ξ ′
cˆ
†
n,p,λ,ξ (σi)ξξ ′ cˆn,p,λ,ξ ′ , (33)
ˆLi = 12
∑
n,p,ξ
∑
λ,λ′
cˆ
†
n,p,λ,ξ (τi)λ,λ′ cˆn,p,λ′,ξ , (34)
ˆOi = 12
∑
p,λ,ξ
∑
n,n′
cˆ
†
n,p,λ,ξ (μi)nn′ cˆn′,p,λ,ξ , (35)
which correspond to the components of the spin, valley and
orbital pseudospin, respectively. In the above expression, μi
are the corresponding Pauli matrices in the magnetic index,
with μz = ±1 for n = 1,0.
We consider the behavior of the magnetoexcitons under
transformations generated by the previous operators. For in-
stance, for the spin operator, the commutator [ ˆSi, ˆM†nλξn′λ′ξ ′(k)]
reads
[ ˆSi, ˆM†nλξn′λ′ξ ′(k)] =
∑
ζ ζ ′
(Gi)ζ ζ ′,ξξ ′ ˆM†nλζn′λ′ζ ′(k)
(36)
(Gi)ζ ζ ′,ξξ ′ = 12[(σi)ζ ξ δζ ′ξ ′ − δξζ (σi)ξ ′ζ ′].
It is easy to prove that the matrices Gi form a representation
with spin 1/2 ⊗ 1/2 = 1 ⊕ 0 of the Lie algebra of SU(2). Thus
spin singlet and triplet magnetoexcitons can be constructed ac-
cording to the value of the total spin S and its z-component Sz,
ˆM
†
nλn′λ′,SSz (k). Specifically, the spin-triplet magnetoexcitons
are given by
ˆM
†
nλn′λ′11(k) = ˆM†nλ+n′λ′−(k),
ˆM
†
nλn′λ′10(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†nλ+n′λ′+(k) − ˆM†nλ−n′λ′−(k)], (37)
ˆM
†
nλn′λ′11(k) = ˆM†nλ−n′λ′+(k),
while the spin-singlet magnetoexciton reads
ˆM
†
nλn′λ′00(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†nλ+n′λ′+(k) + ˆM†nλ−n′λ′−(k)]. (38)
Due to the formal analogy with the operators ˆLi and ˆOi , we
can also build similar singlet and triplet magnetoexcitons in
valley and orbital pseudospin.
The importance of the previous considerations arises from
the fact that the effective Hamiltonian (13) commutes with the
operators ˆS2, ˆL2, ˆSz, ˆLz, with
ˆS2 =
∑
i=x,y,z
ˆSi ˆSi, ˆL2 =
∑
i=x,y,z
ˆLi ˆLi, (39)
so S,L,Sz,Lz are expected to be good quantum numbers that
characterize the magnetoexcitons whenever |0〉 is also an
eigenstate of any of these operators. Thus the collective modes
can be labeled by a general index μ, which represents a set of
conserved quantum numbers in valley-spin space. Specifically,
the F and FLP states have well-defined quantum numbers for
S,L,Sz,Lz which, as discussed in the paragraph following
Eq. (B22) and in Appendix C, implies that they cannot exhibit
dynamical instabilities (i.e., exploding modes with complex
frequency and positive imaginary part), at least within the
projected model considered in this work. On the other hand, the
CAF and PLP states do not satisfy this property and, as shown
in the next section, they are indeed able to display dynamical
instabilities in some regions of the parameter space.
At k = 0, apart from these valley-spin symmetries, the z
component of the orbital pseudospin, Oz, is also conserved
by the Hamiltonian as it represents the angular momentum
of the magnetoexciton [8,33,34]. In fact, the total orbital
pseudospin O is another good quantum number in this limit.
As a consequence, we can provide a complete classification
of the modes at k = 0 using their total orbital-valley-spin
symmetry, denoting their frequencies as ωμOOz . As shown
in Appendix C, the energy of the orbital-singlet modes
OOz = 00 is completely independent of the Coulomb inter-
action strength. On the other hand, the orbital-triplet modes
(O = 1) depend on short-range interactions only through
the valley-spin contributions of mean-field energies, but not
through many-body corrections. Since Coulomb interactions
are dominant, this structure implies that the triplet modes
are shifted above by relatively large Coulomb energies and
hence, the orbital-singlet modes are the lowest energy modes at
k = 0. In particular, the hierarchy ωμ00 < ωμ11 = ωμ1−1 < ωμ10 is
satisfied. It is worth noting that the triplet modes withOz = ±1
are degenerate due to the analog Lamb shift.
For k > 0, however, the orbital singlet and triplet mag-
netoexcitons are mixed and the previous classification is no
longer valid. Then, in order to classify the orbital structure
of the different magnetoexcitons for fixed μ, we introduce
the discrete index N = 0,1,2,3 and denote the corresponding
frequency as ωμN (k) so they respectively match the collective
modes with orbital pseudospin OOz = 00,11,1 − 1,10 at
k = 0; hence, ωμ0 (k = 0) = ωμ00 and so on. The notation is
chosen in such a way that, for fixed μ, ωμN (k) < ωμN ′ (k) for
N < N ′.
As the collective modes correspond to valley-spin waves,
the behavior of the modes for low momentum is ωμN (k) 
ω
μ
N (0) + ρμNk2, with ρμN the generalized valley-spin stiffness
[48]. However, this behavior is modified as ωμ0 (k)  vGk for
the Goldstone modes of the phases with spontaneously broken
symmetries.
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At large momentum, klB  1, only Coulomb interactions
are relevant since C(k) decays as ∼k−1, while R(k) does it
as ∼e− (klB )
2
2 , where C(k), R(k) are the matrices that arise
due to the many-body contributions from Coulomb and
short-range interactions, respectively (check Appendix C for
their precise definition). For klB  1, the collective modes
frequency approach asymptotically the mean-field particle-
hole excitation energy h¯ω  n,α − n′,α′ .
The above considerations imply that the modes N =
1, 2, and 3 are almost unaffected by short-range interactions
since in both limits klB  1, klB  1 they solely depend
on them through the valley-spin part of the mean-field
contributions, which only provide a constant shift, and for
klB ∼ 1 Coulomb contributions are the dominant. Indeed, it
is shown in Appendix C 2 that the stiffness coefficients of
the N = 1 modes depend very weakly on u⊥,uz while those
of the N = 3 modes are completely independent of them.
Moreover, due to the analog Lamb shift, the N = 2 modes
can be computed explicitly as they correspond to a symmetric
combination of the orbital OOz = 11,1 − 1 modes as given by
Eqs. (C22) and (C23), and it is seen that their dependence on k
only involves Coulomb interactions. As a result, we expect the
dispersion relation of the N = 1, 2, and 3 modes to be quite
independent of their valley-spin structure and then recover
essentially the same results of Refs. [25,33], where only (intra-
and interlayer) Coulomb interactions are taken into account.
The situation is quite different for the N = 0 modes,
since at k = 0, they correspond to the orbital-singlet modes
which are independent of the Coulomb strength and the
only modes that experience many-body corrections coming
from short-range interactions. Hence their behavior at low
momentum greatly depends on the valley-spin structure of
the modes. Besides, as they present a positive stiffness (see
next section), ωμ0 (k) increases monotonically with k. Hence
the orbital-singlet modes at k = 0 are (a) the lowest energy
excitations of the system and (b) the most sensible modes
to the valley-spin structure of interactions. We therefore
conclude that the orbital-singlet modes are the most natural
candidates to characterize the phase transitions. We note that
the orbital-singlet modes are denoted as the “even” modes in
Ref. [33].
B. Collective modes: analysis of the results
In this section, we compute the dispersion relation for the
collective modes of the different ground states obtained in
Sec. III, see Eqs. (23), (24), (26), and (28). For each phase, we
discuss the symmetries of the excitations and of the ground
state, give the explicit expression for the frequencies of the
orbital-singlet modes ωμ00 in order to study the stability of the
corresponding phase and the values of the associated stiffness,
ρ
μ
0 , and plot the dispersion relation of the different collective
modes, ωμN (k). We refer the reader to Appendix C 2 for the
specific details on the calculation of the collective modes.
1. Ferromagnetic phase
The ferromagnetic state has valley-pseudospin L,Lz = 0
and spin S,Sz = 2NB , with 4NB the total number of electrons
in the ZLL. All magnetoexcitons carry spin S = 1, Sz = −1
so we use the valley pseudospin in order to characterize
the collective modes, ωμ=LLzN (k). The excitations of the
ferromagnetic state consists of spin-flip excitations and full-
flip excitations. The spin-flip excitations involve transitions
between two different spin polarizations, keeping the same
valley polarization, while in full-flip excitations both valley
and spin indices are flipped at the same time. Specifically, the
spin-flip excitations are characterized by the modes with L =
1,0 and Lz = 0. The energy of the orbital singlet associated to
these modes h¯ωL000 is
h¯ωL000 = 2Z + 2u⊥ − (−1)L2u⊥. (40)
The spin-singlet mode h¯ω0000 = 2Z > 0 is the Larmor mode
[29], while the spin-triplet mode characterizes the F-CAF
phase transition, h¯ω1000 = 2Z + 4u⊥ = 2(Z − Zc); precisely,
ω1000 = 0 is the boundary [see Eq. (27)] between the two phases.
The appearance of a such a gapless mode corresponds to the
spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry of the CAF phase. In
the region where the CAF phase is present, the system is
energetically unstable as ω1000 < 0.
Regarding full-flip excitations, they are characterized by the
triplet modes Lz = ±1. Indeed, their dispersion relation is the
same, solely shifted by the layer voltage, ω1−1N (k) = ω11N (k) +
4V , so we only need to compute ω11N (k) to characterize them.
In particular, for the orbital-singlet mode,
h¯ω1100 = 2(uz + u⊥ + Z − V ), (41)
which is proportional to the difference between the mean-field
energies of the FLP and F states. Hence in analogy to the case
of spin-flip excitations, ω1100 = 0 is the boundary between the
two phases.
The existence of such a gapless mode can be understood
from the appearance of a mean-field symmetry right at the
boundary between the FLP and the F phases. We define a
mean-field symmetry as that which is not of the complete
Hamiltonian but only of the mean-field HF solutions [see
discussion after Eq. (B32) for more details]. Specifically,
when condition (25) is satisfied, the HF equations present a
continuously degenerate mean-field ground state described by
the parameters t,φ and characterized in valley-spin as
χa = |nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉,
χb = cos t |nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉 + eiφ sin t |−nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉,
χc = −e−iφ sin t |nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉 + cos t |−nz〉 ⊗ |sz〉,
χd = |−nz〉 ⊗ |−sz〉, (42)
P (t,φ) = 12
(
I + σz cos2 t + τz sin2 t
+ sin 2t[ cosφ(xx + yy)+ sinφ(xy − yx)])
with energy E[P (t,φ)] = E(PF ) cos2 t + E(PFLP) sin2 t ,
PF,FLP being the projectors of the F, FLP phases, respectively
[see Eqs. (21), (23), and (24)], and the matrices ij defined
as ij ≡ 12τi ⊗ σj . Thus, right at the phase boundary, the
total mean-field energy of the state does not depend on the
parameters t,φ and a continuous mean-field symmetry arises
from this fact. In particular, the parameter t describes the
phase transition, with t = 0 corresponding to the F state while
the FLP state is obtained for t = π2 . The associated total state,
denoted as |(t,φ)〉, can be connected to the F state |F 〉 by a
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FIG. 2. Dispersion relation of the collective modes for the different phases of the ν = 0 QH state in bilayer graphene. We take the values
FC = 0.5h¯ωB , uz = 0.1h¯ωB , and u⊥ = −0.05h¯ωB for the Coulomb and short-range energies, respectively. We remark that, when several
branches are represented in the same plot, the modes with N = 1, 2, and 3 are so close to each other that is difficult to distinguish them.
(Upper left corner) Dispersion relations of the F phase with V = 0.02h¯ωB and Z = 0.2h¯ωB , with the left plot devoted to the valley-triplet
mode ω11N (k) and the right plot devoted to the modes with Lz = 0, ωL0N (k), L = 0,1 being depicted in solid (dashed) line. (Upper right corner)
Dispersion relations of the FLP phase with V = 0.2h¯ωB and Z = 0.02h¯ωB . The left plot displays the spin-triplet mode ω11N (k) and right plot
the spin-singlet mode ω00N (k). (Lower left corner) Dispersion relations of the CAF phase with V = 0.02h¯ωB and Z = 0.02h¯ωB . Left plot
corresponds to the valley-triplet mode ω11N (k) and right plot to the modes with Lz = 0, the +(−) branches being depicted in solid (dashed)
line. (Lower right corner) Dispersion relations of the PLP phase with V = 0.1h¯ωB and Z = 0.02h¯ωB . Left plot corresponds to the spin-triplet
mode ω11(k) and right plot the spin-singlet mode ω00(k).
continuous unitary transformation of the form
|(t,φ)〉 = e ˆG(t,φ)|F 〉,
ˆG(t,φ) =
∑
n,p
teiφcˆ†n,p,ccˆn,p,b − H.c., (43)
and, in terms of the projectors P , P (t,φ) = eG(t,φ)PF e−G(t,φ),
with G(t,φ) as the matrix version of the operator ˆG(t,φ). Note
that the azimuth φ simply arises from adding a trivial rotation
in valley and/or spin space to ˆG(t,0). The generator of Eq. (43)
can be further rewritten as
ˆG(t,φ) = −it[cosφ( ˆxy − ˆyx)− sinφ( ˆxx + ˆyy)]. (44)
The operators ˆxi , ˆ
y
i , along with ˆSi, ˆLz, form a representation
of SO(5) that is an exact symmetry of the total Hamiltonian
for u⊥ + uz = 0 and Z = V = 0 [27]. Thus the exotic SO(5)
symmetry existing at the F-FLP boundary for zero Zeeman and
layer voltage terms survives as a weaker mean-field version at
the same phase boundary in the realistic scenario uz + u⊥ 	= 0.
Remarkably, this gapless mode behaves as ω110 (k) ∼ k2 for low
momentum in contrast to the linear dependence found for the
Goldstone modes of the phases with spontaneously broken
symmetries.
The stiffness for the orbital-singlet modes is given, for
dominant Coulomb interactions FC  u⊥,uz [see Eq. (C30)
for the exact expression], by
ρ
μ
0 
( 89
224F00 − 2549uμ
)
l2B (45)
with uμ a short-range coupling that depends on the valley-spin
symmetry of the mode. Specifically, u00 = −uz − 2u⊥, u10 =
−uz + 2u⊥ and u11 = u1−1 = uz.
We plot in the upper left corner of Fig. 2 the dispersion
relation of the full-flip (left panel) and spin-flip (right panel)
excitations. In the case of spin-flip excitations, the L = 0,
(L = 1) branches are plotted in solid (dashed) line. As the
corresponding mean-field energies are degenerate and the
modes N = 1, 2, and 3 depend very weakly on the short-range
interactions, the curves of both branches are very close to each
other; indeed, this degeneracy becomes exact for the N = 2
modes as explained in the previous section. The characteristic
negative stiffness of the N = 1 modes can also be observed in
the plots [see Eq. (C31)]. Only the frequencies ω000 (k), ω100 (k)
are clearly distinguished due to the many-body corrections
arising from short-range interactions at low momentum.
When comparing the plots of spin-flip and full-flip exci-
tations, we see that the curves for the N = 1, 2, and 3 are
extremely similar. Again, this can be explained by invoking
the dominant character of Coulomb interactions and the weak
dependence on short-range effects. As expected, the main
differences are observed once more for the lowest energy
modes N = 0. Variations of the in-plane magnetic field or
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the interlayer voltage only affect through a linear energy
offset in Z and V that depends on the valley-spin structure
of each mode, as given by Eqs. (40) and (41). Finally, we
remark that variations of the different parameters only change
quantitatively but not qualitatively the plots.
2. Full layer-polarized phase
As this phase is the analog of the F phase in valley space, the
results for the FLP phase are similar but interchanging L,Lz
and S,Sz. Specifically, the FLP state has spin S,Sz = 0 and
valley-pseudospin L,Lz = 2NB . All magnetoexcitons have
valley pseudospinL = 1,Lz = −1, so we use their spin to clas-
sify them,ωμ=SSzN (k). Since the interaction is spin-independent,
the triplet modes present the same dispersion relation, only
shifted by the Zeeman energy, ω1±1N (k) = ω10N (k) ∓ 2Z , hence
we only need to compute ω11N (k) to characterize them.
The excitations of the FLP state correspond to valley-flip
and full-flip excitations. Valley-flip excitations are character-
ized by the modes with S = 1 and 0 and Sz = 0. In particular,
the energy of the orbital-spin-singlet mode is
h¯ω0000 = 2u⊥ − 2uz + 2V = 2(V − V c). (46)
In analogy to the case of the F-CAF transition [see Eq. (40)
and related discussion], ω0000 = 0 is the boundary between the
FLP and PLP phases; the gapless character of this mode arises
from the broken U(1) symmetry of the PLP phase.
Regarding the F-FLP boundary, we find that it is character-
ized by the mode
h¯ω1100 = 2(V − Z − u⊥ − uz), (47)
which is just −h¯ωS=1Sz=100 for the F state, see Eq. (41).
Reasoning as before, the appearance of this gapless mode at
the boundary between the two phases results from the residual
mean-field symmetry shown in Eq. (42).
It is worth noting the subtle difference between the F-CAF
and FLP-PLP transitions: while the former is governed by a
valley triplet mode, the latter is governed by a spin singlet
mode. This is due to the fact that, in the CAF phase, the
occupied states a,b correspond to two different spins sa,sb for
the two valley polarizations ±nz, one being the other rotated
π in the x-y spin plane. In contrast, in the PLP phase, all the
occupied states present the same valley polarization, specified
by the vector n, independently of their spin. This relation
can be observed in the P matrices: the F-CAF transition is
characterized by the appearance of an operator that goes as
∼σiτz, which has valley pseudospin L = 1,Lz = 0, while the
FLP-PLP transition only varies the orientation of the projector
in valley space, which has zero spin S,Sz = 0. On the other
hand, the F-FLP transition is governed by triplet modes in both
spin and valley spaces. This fact can be understood from the
expression of the generator ˆG(t,φ) of the mean-field symmetry,
Eq. (44), as it has L = 1,S = 1.
The stiffness coefficients of the orbital-singlet modes are
also given by Eq. (45) but now u00 = uz + 4u⊥ and u11 = uz,
noting that ρ1−1N = ρ10N = ρ11N . In the upper right corner of
Fig. 2, we represent the dispersion relation of the spin triplet
(left panel) and singlet (right panel) excitations. The qualitative
trends and properties of the curves are similar to those of the
F state.
3. Canted antiferromagnetic phase
The CAF state has only well defined value of the z valley
pseudospin,Lz, so we use this quantum number to characterize
the magnetoexcitons. Due to this lack of symmetry, dynamical
instabilities can appear as shown in Appendix C. The sector
Lz = 0 is characterized by two branches, labeled asω±N (k), that
correspond to generalizations of the spin-flip modes of the F
phase; they match the L = 0,1 modes for θS = 0, respectively.
The energy for their orbital-singlet modes is
h¯ω±00 = |2u⊥|
√
(1 ± cos2 θS)2 − sin4 θS. (48)
In analogy to the F state, the previous equation gives
the Larmor mode h¯ω+00 = |4u⊥| cos θS = 2Z > 0 and the
Goldstone mode h¯ω−00 = 0. The appearance of this Goldstone
mode is expected because the CAF phase spontaneously
breaks the U(1) symmetry of the Hamiltonian (see discussion
in Appendix B about Goldstone modes in the TDHFA for
more details). The velocity of the Goldstone mode, given by
ω−0 (k)  vGk in the limit k → 0, can be computed exactly and
is given by Eq. (C36). In particular, in the regime FC  u⊥,uz,
it is well approximated by
h¯vG
lB

√
2A
[
89
224
F00 + 2549
]
, (49)
with A = Zc sin2 θS and  = uz − 2u⊥. Near the phase
transition, the velocity behaves as vG ∼
√
A ∼ √Zc − Z ,
in agreement with the critical behavior described in Ref. [29].
Thus the F-CAF transition is characterized in the CAF side
by a vanishing group velocity instead of a closing energy gap.
There are no complex-frequency modes in the Lz = 0 sector.
The remaining collective modes correspond to the sectors
with Lz = ±1, with frequencies ω1±1N (k). In analogy to the
F phase, they satisfy ω1−1N (k) = ω11N (k) + 4V so we just
compute ω11N (k). We find that
h¯ω1100 = −2V +
√
(2uz − 2u⊥ cos2 θS)2 − 4u2⊥ sin4 θS.
(50)
Interestingly, there are situations in which the quantity in
the square root is negative and then a dynamical instability
appears. It is straightforward to show that ω1100 is purely real
whenever
u⊥ + uz > 
2
Z
2u⊥
(51)
is fulfilled. On the other hand,ω1100 = 0 at the boundary between
the PLP and CAF phases, i.e, whenever Eq. (30) is satisfied.
In analogy to the F-FLP transition, this gapless mode can be
understood in terms of a mean-field symmetry arising right at
the phase boundary as the state |(t,φS,φV )〉, characterized
by the projector
P (t,φS,φV ) = 12
[
I + σzsz(t) + τ · n(t)
+ sz(t)
η(t) (s‖ · σ )(cos γ (t)τz − sin γ (t)n‖ · τ )
− η(t)n(t)(n⊥ · τ )(s⊥ · σ )
]
, (52)
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FIG. 3. Dispersion relation for complex-frequency modes, where the real (imaginary) part of the complex-frequency mode is plotted in
solid (dashed) line. (Left) Plot of ω11(k) for a CAF state with parameters FC = 0.5h¯ωB , uz = 0.05h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.1h¯ωB , V = 0.02h¯ωB , and
Z = 0.02h¯ωB . (Right) Plot of ω11(k) for a PLP state with parameters FC = 0.5h¯ωB , uz = 0.1h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.05h¯ωB , V = 0.02h¯ωB , and
Z = 0.02h¯ωB .
with
n‖ = [cosφV , sinφV ,0], s‖ = [cosφS, sinφS,0],
n⊥ = zˆ × n‖, s⊥ = zˆ × s‖,
sz(t) = cos2 t cos θS,
n(t) = n(t)(cos γ (t)n‖ + sin γ (t)zˆ),
n(t) = sin t
√
1 − cos2 t cos2 θS, (53)
n(t) sin γ (t) = 12 sin 2t cos θV ,
n(t)η(t) = 12 sin 2t cos θS,
has an energy E[P (t,φS,φV )] = E(PCAF ) cos2 t + E(PPLP )
sin2 t , PCAF,PLP being the projector of a CAF, PLP state
characterized by the angles θS,V and φS,V . Therefore, as in the
F-FLP case, the complete manifold of states is degenerate at
the CAF-PLP boundary, giving rise to a continuous mean-field
symmetry, with the parameter t describing again the phase
transition: the value t = 0 yields the CAF phase, while
t = π/2 gives the corresponding PLP state at the other side
of the phase transition. For simplicity, we do not give the
spinors χα(t,φS,φV ) as their expression is quite cumbersome
and unimportant for the present discussion.
A summary of the stability conditions for the CAF phase is
given by
u⊥ + uz > 
2
Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ >
2Z
2u⊥
, ω1100 > 0,
2Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ > u⊥ + uz >
2Z
2u⊥
, ω1100 < 0, (54)
2Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ >
2Z
2u⊥
> u⊥ + uz, Imω1100 	= 0.
Note that ω1100 > 0 as long as we stay in the region where the
ground state is the CAF phase.
With respect to the stiffness coefficients, we find in
the regime FC  u⊥,uz that [see Eq. (C40) for the exact
expression]
ρ
μ
0 
(uμ + )( 89224F00 − 2549uμ)+ 2549A2√
(uμ + )2 − A2
l2B (55)
with u+ = −uz − 2u⊥ cos2 θS and u11 = uz + 2u⊥ sin2 θS .
We note that the Goldstone mode has no stiffness coefficient
due to its linear behavior and that ρ1−1N = ρ11N . Remarkably,
the denominator of the above equation takes the value of the
Larmor frequency for the + mode and the resulting stiffness
ρ+0 becomes relatively large due to the small value of the
Zeeman energy.
In the lower left corner of Fig. 2, we plot the dispersion
relation of the modes with Lz = 1 (left panel) and Lz = 0
(right panel). We see that a mode with zero energy that
grows linearly with k appears in the sector with Lz = 0,
corresponding to the Goldstone mode of the CAF state. Apart
from this consideration, the qualitative form of the curves is
similar to the previous cases. We note that, while a variation of
the interlayer voltage only provides a trivial energy shift for the
Lz = ±1 modes, the role of the in-plane magnetic field is much
more critical as it determines the background mean-field state
by tuning the canting angle θS through the Zeeman energy Z .
In left Fig. 3, we consider an experimentally unrealistic
case with different values of the coupling constants, −u⊥ >
uz > 0, in order to study the trends of the appearance of a
complex-frequency mode in the CAF phase. The plot shows
the real (solid curve) and the imaginary (dashed curve) parts
of the unstable mode. The decrease (and eventual vanishing)
of the imaginary part of the frequency is a consequence of the
exponential decay of the many-body contributions from the
short-range interactions, also giving rise to the term respon-
sible for the appearance of the instability (see Appendix C
for the details). It is straightforward to show that the real part
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of the dynamical instability satisfies h¯Re[ω110 (k)] = −2V , as
can be observed in the plot.
4. Partially layer-polarized phase
In contrast with the CAF state, the PLP state has well
defined quantum numbers in spin and valley pseudospin.
Indeed, the valley spin structure of the PLP phases is analog to
that of the FLP phase but replacing Lz by the component of the
valley pseudospin along the direction of the vector n, Ln. The
excitations are also characterized by their spin, ωSSzN (k), and
the triplet modes satisfy ω1±1N (k) = ω10N (k) ∓ 2Z . However,
the Hamiltonian does not commute with the operator ˆLn and
because of this, dynamical instabilities can appear.
For the spin singlet, the orbital-singlet mode is gapless,
ω0000 = 0, (56)
as it is the Goldstone mode associated to the spontaneously
broken U(1) symmetry. Its velocity is computed in similar
terms to that of the CAF phase, Eq. (49), but now A =
V c sin2 θV and  = −uz − 4u⊥, presenting a similar critical
behavior near the phase transition, vG ∼
√
A ∼ √V c − V .
Considering the spin-triplet modes, the orbital-singlet
frequency is
h¯ω1100 = −2Z +
√
(4u⊥ + A)2 − A2. (57)
It can be proven that ω1100 is real if
u⊥ + uz < 
2
V
uz − u⊥ . (58)
A zero-frequency mode h¯ω1100 = 0 appears at the boundary
between the PLP and CAF phases, arising from the mean-field
symmetry already discussed for the CAF phase [see Eq. (52)
and related]. Hence, in analogy to the F-FLP case, the CAF-
PLP transition is also governed by triplet modes. Putting all
together as for the CAF state:
u⊥ + uz < 
2
Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ <
2V
uz − u⊥ , ω
11
00 > 0,
2Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ < u⊥ + uz <
2V
uz − u⊥ , ω
11
00 < ,0 (59)
2Z
2u⊥
+ 
2
V
uz − u⊥ <
2V
uz − u⊥ < u⊥ + uz, Imω
11
00 	= 0.
In contrast to the CAF case, for the appearance of dynamical
instabilities in the PLP state it is only required a sufficiently
low value of the voltage; nevertheless, this instability occurs
in a region of parameter space where the CAF phase is the
ground state. For the stiffness coefficients of the spin-triplet
modes, Eq. (55) is still valid for sufficiently dominant Coulomb
interactions, using the value u11 = uz − A.
In the lower right corner of Fig. 2, we plot the dispersion
relation of the spin triplet (left panel) and singlet (right panel)
excitations. The trends are similar to the previous cases. In
particular, in analogy with the CAF case, variations in the
in-plane magnetic field only vary the trivial energy shift for the
Sz = ±1 modes while the influence of the interlayer voltage
is much more important since it controls the value of θV .
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FIG. 4. Plot of the velocity of the Goldstone modes as a function
of the parameter δc for the CAF phase (solid blue line) and for the
PLP phase (dashed black line), with the rest of parameters keeping
the same values as in Fig. 2.
In right Fig. 3, we study a case with sufficiently low
value of the voltage so that the PLP state is dynamically
unstable and hence, the triplet modes have complex frequency.
The qualitative behavior resembles that of the unstable mode
appearing for a CAF state, satisfying a similar relation for the
real part, h¯Re[ω110 (k)] = −2Z .
Finally, in Fig. 4, we represent the velocity of the Goldstone
modes for both the CAF and PLP phases as a function of the
critical parameter δc, defined as δc ≡ (Zc,V c − Z,V )/Zc,V c
for the CAF and PLP phases, respectively. For low in-plane
magnetic field or interlayer voltage, the velocities saturate the
limit θS,V → π/2. The agreement of the approximation (49)
for dominant Coulomb interactions with the exact result of
Eq. (C36) is excellent (not shown). The corresponding plot for
the energy gaps of the F and FLP phases is trivial as they are
proportional to −δc, see Eqs. (40) and (46).
V. MONOLAYER GRAPHENE
All of the previous work can be straightforwardly adapted to
the ν = 0 QH state of monolayer graphene. We briefly revisit
the content of Secs. II–IV, adjusting the results to the present
case.
A. Effective Hamiltonian
We start by writing the effective Hamiltonian of monolayer
graphene (see Ref. [21] for a more complete review). The
corresponding field operator is given by
ˆψ(x) =
[
ˆψ+(x)
ˆψ−(x)
]
,
ˆψξ (x) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ˆψKAξ (x)
ˆψKBξ (x)
ˆψK ′Bξ (x)
ˆψK ′Aξ (x)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≡
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ˆψK ¯Aξ (x)
ˆψK ¯Bξ (x)
ˆψK ′ ¯Aξ (x)
ˆψK ′ ¯Bξ (x)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦, ξ = ±, (60)
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where now A and B are the two sublattices of the
same graphene layer. Once more, the two sublattices are
interchanged in the K ′ valley so we denote the corresponding
subspace as ¯A ¯B. The Hamiltonian is decomposed in the same
fashion as in the bilayer case, ˆH = ˆH0 + ˆHC + ˆHsr, but the
single-particle Hamiltonian ˆH0 now reads
ˆH0 =
∫
d2x ˆψ†(x)[HB − Zσz] ˆψ(x) (61)
(note that there is no layer voltage term). After an appropriated
phase transformation, the matrix HB can be written as
HB = h¯ωB
[
0 aB
a
†
B 0
]
,
ωB =
√
2vF
lB
 5.51 × 1013
√
B[T] Hz (62)
with vF  106 m/s the Fermi velocity. The corresponding
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are similar to those of the
bilayer, 0n,k,α(x) = 0n,k(x)χα , with
0n,k(x) =
eiky√
Ly
1√
2
[
(sgn n) φ|n|−1
(
x + kl2B
)
φ|n|
(
x + kl2B
)
]
,
n = (sgn n)
√
|n|h¯ωB (63)
for n 	= 0 and
0n,k(x) =
eiky√
Ly
[
0
φn
(
x + kl2B
)] (64)
for the ZLL, that now corresponds to just the magnetic level
n = 0.
Due to the different scaling of the cyclotron frequency with
the magnetic field, the Zeeman energy now satisfies
Z
h¯ωB
= 0.0016 B[T]√
B⊥[T]
 1, (65)
while an order of magnitude analysis of the Coulomb interac-
tion gives the dimensionless strength
FC
h¯ωB
= e
2
c
κlBh¯ωB
= e
2
c
κvF
≈ 2.2
κ
. (66)
Note that it does not depend on the value of the magnetic
field, in contrast to the case of bilayer graphene. The order of
magnitude of short-range interactions is similar to the bilayer
case and their typical energy also goes as ∼FCd/h¯ωBlB  1.
Once more, for κ = 1, Coulomb interactions are not weak.
However, by taking κ ∼ 5, we can get FC ∼ 0.4h¯ωB , which
can be regarded as a small value.
Under this assumption, we neglect LL mixing and project
the Hamiltonian onto the ZLL. The states for the ZLL of
monolayer graphene are also restricted to the KK ′ ⊗ ¯B ⊗
s subspace, which means that they are localized, for each
valley, in one sublattice or the other and hence the sublattice
degree of freedom becomes equivalent to the valley degree of
freedom. Reasoning in the same fashion as in the bilayer case,
the resulting effective Hamiltonian is formally equal to that of
Eq. (13) but with V = 0:
ˆH (0) = −
∫
d2xZ ˆψ
†(x)σz ˆψ(x) + 12
∫
d2xd2x′
:[ ˆψ†(x) ˆψ(x)]V0(x − x′)[ ˆψ†(x′) ˆψ(x′)]:
+
∑
i
1
2
gi
∫
d2x : [ ˆψ†(x)τi ˆψ(x)]2 :
+
∫
d2xd2x′ ˆψ†(x)VDS(x,x′) ˆψ(x′). (67)
The Dirac sea that creates the mean-field potential VDS(x,x′)
is composed now by all the occupied states with n  −1.
B. Hartree-Fock equations and mean-field phase diagram
The HF equations have the same form of Eq. (15). As the
ν = 0 QH state corresponds to half-filling of the ZLL, the
electrons occupy in the same way two orthogonal spinors χa,b
in valley-spin space and leave empty the remaining orthogonal
spinors χc,d . Then, after projecting the HF equations into the
orbital part of the wave functions, we get the algebraic equation
0,αχα = F002 χα − F00Pχα
+
∑
i
ui([tr(Pτi)]τi − τiP τi)χα − Zσzχα, (68)
where now ui = gi/2πl2B . The term F00/2 arises from the
interaction with the inert Dirac sea; however, in monolayer
graphene, it is just a trivial energy shift as there is only one
magnetic level in the ZLL.
The previous equation presents the same valley-spin struc-
ture of Eq. (17). As a consequence, the spinorial solutions χα
to the HF equations are identical to those of bilayer graphene
and their mean-field energies are
0,(a,b) = −F002 + (a,b), 0,(c,d) =
F00
2
+ (c,d). (69)
Moreover, the total energy of the ground state (per wave vector
state) is
EHF = −F002 + E(P ) (70)
with E(P ) given by Eq. (21). Therefore we conclude that
the mean-field phase diagram for the ν = 0 QH state in
monolayer graphene is that of the bilayer for V = 0 [21,22].
In that case, the PLP phase of the bilayer changes to a
fully interlayer coherent phase (ILC) since θV = π/2 and
the vector n, pointing the polarization in the valley space,
is fully contained in the x − y plane, n = [cosφV , sinφV ,0].
For monolayer graphene, the equivalent of the ILC phase is
the Kekulé distortion (KD) phase: since the valley degree of
freedom is equivalent to the sublattice in the zero Landau level
of monolayer graphene, this state corresponds to a coherent
mixture of the two sublattices. For the same reason, the FLP
phase is now a charge-density wave (CDW) phase. There are
experimental evidences that the phase for the ν = 0 QH state
of monolayer graphene for zero in-plane component of the
magnetic field is also the CAF state [47], so uz > −u⊥ > 0 as
in the bilayer case. However, as an analog of the layer voltage
is lacking, in principle only the transition between CAF and F
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FIG. 5. Dispersion relation of the collective modes for the different phases of the ν = 0 QH state in monolayer graphene. In all the plots, the
strength of the Coulomb interaction is set to FC = 0.5h¯ωB . (Upper left) Dispersion relation of the F phase for uz = 0.05h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.02h¯ωB ,
and Z = 0.045h¯ωB . (Upper right) Dispersion relation of the CDW phase for uz = −0.05h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.02h¯ωB , and Z = 0.01h¯ωB . (Lower
left) Dispersion relation of the CAF phase for uz = 0.05h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.02h¯ωB , and Z = 0.01h¯ωB . (Lower right) Dispersion relation of the
KD phase for uz = 0.01h¯ωB , u⊥ = −0.02h¯ωB , and Z = 0.01h¯ωB .
phases can be explored by changing the in-plane component
of the magnetic field.
For the mean-field transport gap, we find that it satisfies a
similar relation to Eq. (31),
HF = F00 + bc. (71)
C. Collective modes
The TDHFA developed for computing the collective modes
within the ZLL of the ν = 0 QH state of bilayer graphene
can be straightforwardly translated to the monolayer. Indeed,
the valley-spin structure of the excitations is the same as in
the bilayer case, while the orbital structure is trivial as it
corresponds to a one-dimensional subspace spanned by the
magnetic level n = 0. Hence excitations are characterized just
by their symmetry in valley-spin space, ωμ(k), with μ labeling
the same set of conserved quantum numbers described in
Sec. IV B. Due to the simple structure in orbital space, the
collective modes for monolayer graphene can be computed
analytically and their explicit expression is given at the end
of Appendix C. In particular, at k = 0, ωμ(0) = ωμ00 being
ω
μ
00 the frequency of the corresponding orbital-singlet mode
in the bilayer case. As a consequence, phase transitions are
characterized in the same way.
We now plot the dispersion relation for every phase. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that for the study of the
CDW and KD phases we have to use unrealistic values for
the coupling constants. The qualitative trends of the several
dispersion relations are similar to those of the N = 0 orbital
modes in bilayer graphene; in fact, at k = 0, they have the
same formal expression as explained above. When they exist,
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the dispersion relation of the dynamical instabilities of the
CAF and KD phases is qualitatively similar to that of the
bilayer case (not shown).
We note that the neutral excitations of the F and CDW
phases were computed in Ref. [9] using a bosonization
approach and a different type of short-range interactions,
nevertheless finding similar analytical expressions for the
frequency of the modes. In addition, Ref. [29] obtained the
dispersion relation for the F and CAF phases using the same
valley-asymmetric interactions here considered but replacing
the long-range Coulomb interaction by an effective short-range
one in order to simulate the valley-spin stiffness of the waves.
VI. EFFECTS OF LANDAU-LEVEL MIXING
In this section, we consider the usual case where FC  h¯ωB
and LL mixing cannot be neglected. One possible way to take
it into account is through a static screening of the Coulomb
interaction in the large-N approximation [21,35–38]. Other
approaches consider dynamical screening within the same
approximation [15–17] or allow for LL mixing in the TDHFA
formalism [26]. As we are mainly interested in the low-energy
modes describing the phase transitions, static screening is
expected to provide a good approximation in this limit; on the
other hand, screening by LL mixing is not expected to describe
correctly the dispersion relation near k = 0 [26], which is
precisely the most interesting region for our purposes.
In the large-N approximation, the effective Coulomb
interaction potential is obtained using a RPA-type screening
¯V (k) = V0(k)
1 − 0(k,0)V0(k) , V0(k) = 2π
e2c
κ|k| , (72)
where V0(k) is the Fourier transform of the bare Coulomb
interaction and 0(k,ω) is the noninteracting polarization for
the ν = 0 QH state,
h¯0(k,ω) =
∑
nk,nl
αkαl
′ δαk,αl
2πl2B
D0nkαknlαl (ω)
∣∣A(2)nknl (k)∣∣2, (73)
with nk and nl taking values for all integers except −1, as in
Eq. (7). In the same fashion, D0nkαknlαl (ω) is the noninteracting
two-particle propagator [see Eq. (B54) and related discussion
for more details], with the noninteracting values for the
energies and occupation numbers. Here, A(2)nn′ (k) is the bilayer
graphene magnetic form factor:
A
(2)
nn′ (k) = 12 [a−n,n′A|n|−2,|n′|−2(k)sgn nsgn n′
+ a+n,n′A|n|,|n|′(k)], (74)
a±n,n′ =
√
1 ± (δn0 + δn1)
√
1 ± (δn′0 + δn′1).
Ann′ (k) being the usual magnetic form factor, given by
Eq. (A5). The polarization 0(k,ω) is the Fourier transform
of the noninteracting density-density correlation function and
is obtained following an analog calculation to that described
in Appendix B 2 but using the bare vertex and allowing for LL
mixing.
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FIG. 6. Plot of the function f (x) defined in Eq. (75), where
we have imposed a finite cutoff in the series NC = 150 for the
computation.
After neglecting small corrections due to the Zeeman effect
and the layer voltage, the free static polarization reads
0(k,0) = − N
2πl2B
f (klB)
h¯ωB
,
f (klB) =
∞∑
nk=0
∞∑
nl=2
2
∣∣A(2)nk,−nl (k)∣∣2√
nk(nk − 1) +
√
nl(nl − 1)
(75)
with N = 4 the number of the valley-spin components of the
field, which is expected to be a sufficiently large value to
provide a good approximation [21,36,38]. The function f (x)
is dimensionless as |A(2)nknl (k)|2 only depends on the momentum
through the quantity klB . The effective screened Coulomb
interaction can be then rewritten as
¯V (k) = V0(k)
1 + N FC
h¯ωB
f (klB )
klB
, (76)
where we have made explicit the rotational invariance of
all the magnitudes. For FC  h¯ωB , the screened interaction
reduces to the bare Coulomb interaction used in the previous
calculations.
The dimensionless function f (x) is plotted in Fig. 6, in
perfect agreement with the results of Refs. [15,17]. For small
x, it behaves as f (x)  αx2,
α = 1
2
∞∑
n=2
(
1 −
√
1 − 2
n
)2
√
1 − 1
n
(
1 +
√
1 − 2
n
) ,
= 2
∞∑
n=2
1
n2
√
1 − 1
n
(
1 +
√
1 − 2
n
)3  0.8771, (77)
and then ¯V (k)  V0(k) for low momentum. On the other hand,
f (x) ∼ 1 for x  1 so for relevant momentum klB ∼ 1 the
screened potential satisfies
¯V (k) ∼ 4πh¯
2
m
1
N
. (78)
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FIG. 7. Dispersion relation of the collective modes for the different phases of the ν = 0 QH state in bilayer graphene but now computed
using the screened potential (76) with FC = 4h¯ωB , while the rest of the parameters keep the same values of Fig. 2.
The dimensionless strength of the screened Coulomb interac-
tion is then of order N−1 = 0.25  1 and thus we can now
safely neglect LL mixing and restrict once more ourselves to
the ZLL.
The other effect that results from allowing LL mixing is
the renormalization of the coupling constants [21,22], that
amounts to replace the bare coupling constants by their
renormalized values, g¯⊥,g¯z. However, this process is only
strong for low values of the magnetic field [22] so we do not
study its effect in detail here, treating again the renormalized
coupling constants as inputs for the computations.
Taking into account the previous observations, we consider
the following effective Hamiltonian for the ZLL:
ˆH (0) =
∫
d2x ˆψ†(x)(−V τz − Zσz) ˆψ(x) + 12
∫
d2xd2x′
:[ ˆψ†(x) ˆψ(x)] ¯V (x − x′)[ ˆψ†(x′) ˆψ(x′)]:
+
∑
i
1
2
∫
d2xg¯i : [ ˆψ†(x)τi ˆψ(x)]2 : (79)
instead of that of Eq. (13). We see that the result of considering
LL mixing is reduced to replacing the Coulomb interaction and
the coupling constants by their effective values ¯V and g¯i . Note
that, since the excitations within the ZLL change valley or spin,
the direct contribution of the Coulomb interaction vanishes
and then there is no double-counting in this approximation
(see Appendix B for more details about the diagrammatic
formalism of the TDHFA).
This kind of effective renormalized Hamiltonian has al-
ready been used for studying the ν = 0 state or fractional QH
effect in the ZLL [21,24,49]. As the valley-spin structure of the
Hamiltonian is preserved, the solutions to the corresponding
HF equations are the same as before and thus the phase diagram
is that of Fig. 1 but replacing ui by u¯i . The same is true for
the HF energies, obtained from the screened values ¯Fnm [see
Eq. (A46)], finding numerically that they satisfy the same
relation ¯F00 > ¯F10 > ¯F11 and then ¯F0 > ¯F1, so the equation
for the transport gap is given by the adapted version of Eq. (31).
Regarding the collective modes, using the same reasoning,
we find that all the orbital-valley-spin classification of Sec. IV
still holds, including the orbital pseudospin structure at k = 0.
Hence only the quantitative values of the dispersion relation
change but not the qualitative features and the resulting phys-
ical conclusions. In particular, the structure of the Goldstone
modes and of the dynamical instabilities is preserved.
We now plot the numerical results for the computation of
the dispersion relation using the screened Coulomb potential
of Eq. (76) for a Coulomb interaction strength FC = 4h¯ωB and
keeping the same values for the rest of parameters (including
u¯i = ui) in order to observe the effects of screening. In Fig. 7,
we plot the dispersion relation of the modes for every phase,
and in Fig. 8, we represent the real and imaginary parts of the
frequency of a dynamically unstable mode. We observe that the
qualitative structure of the curves is similar to the unscreened
case. All the calculations developed in this section can be
straightforwardly adapted to monolayer graphene, obtaining
similar conclusions.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL REMARKS
We make here some experimental remarks about the
magnitudes computed in this work. First, we analyze the
behavior of the transport gap, a quantity that can be measured,
for instance, through local compressibility measurements [50],
electronic transport measurements [51] or using the bias as
a spectroscopic tool [52–54]. As revealed by Eq. (31), the
transport gap has a contribution from Coulomb interactions,
independent of the phase, and another contribution which
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FIG. 8. Dispersion relation of the complex-frequency mode
ω11(k) for a PLP state, computed using the screened potential (76)
with FC = 4h¯ωB and the rest of the parameters with the same values
of right Fig. 3. The real (imaginary) part of the complex-frequency
mode is plotted in solid (dashed) line.
actually depends on the valley-spin structure of the state.
Using Eqs. (76) and (A24), it is straightforward to show
that the screened value of the Coulomb contribution satisfies
¯F1 = h¯ωBg( FCh¯ωB ), with g(x) a dimensionless function that
asymptotically behaves as [check Eq. (A48) and related
discussion for more details]
g(x)  5
4
√
π
2
x, x  1,
g(x)  ln x
Nα
+ 0.668, x  1. (80)
Hence, for low FC/h¯ωB , we recover the result for bare
Coulomb interactions ¯F1  F1 ∝
√
B⊥ while for strongly
screened Coulomb interactions, due to the mild behavior of the
logarithm, we are close to a linear behavior ¯F1 ∼ B⊥, already
predicted in Ref. [17]. On the other hand, the short-range
energies also scale linearly with the perpendicular magnetic
field, u⊥,uz ∼ B⊥, at least for moderate fields B⊥  2 T [22].
Hence the gap is expected to grow linearly with B⊥, as
confirmed by experiments [50,52]; only for very high fields and
large values of the dielectric constant κ the unscreened regime
HF ∼
√
B⊥ can be reached (note that even in this regime the
Coulomb contribution is still dominant over those of short-
range interactions). In fact, this behavior has been reported for
transport gaps of other integer and fractional QH states [51,54].
Interestingly, more information about the short-range en-
ergies can be obtained by comparing the transport gap of
two different phases. Suppose that the transport gap for a F
state with V = 0 and a relatively high Zeeman energy Z,F is
measured and the process is repeated, keeping constant B⊥, for
a FLP state with voltage energy V,FLP and negligible Zeeman
term Z  0. Then, as the Coulomb contribution is expected
to be the same, by subtracting both gaps one finds
HF,F − HF,FLP = bcF − bcFLP
= 4(uz + u⊥) + 2(Z,F − V,FLP), (81)
For sufficiently high in-plane magnetic field for the F phase,
Z,F becomes independent of B⊥ and hence one can obtain the
value of uz + u⊥ from a linear fit of HF,F − HF,FLP versus
B⊥. We note that, in order to determine the transport gap, this
magnetoexciton gap has to be compared with the skyrmionic
gap. According to Ref. [33], skyrmions are expected to be
energetically favorable only for very large magnetic fields
B⊥  30 T.
Regarding the detection of the collective modes, it is well
known that their frequencies are the poles of the response
functions to external fields ˆHext(x,t) (see Appendix B for a
detailed explanation). We now present a study of the required
valley-spin structure of the operator ˆHext in order to detect the
various modes. For instance, a magnetic field in the i direction
couples to the spin density, proportional to the operator ˆSi ,
while a layer voltage difference couples to the charge-density
difference between the layers, proportional to the ˆLz operator.
A recent promising work has shown that the layer polarization
can be measured in detail in capacitive measurements, arising
as a powerful tool to characterize quantum Hall states in bilayer
graphene samples [55]. Unfortunately, the operators ˆLx,y , cor-
responding to the effective ladder operators between the layers
in the ZLL, are not so easily translated to real physical observ-
ables. Compound operators of the form ˆSi ˆLz can be interpreted
as a spin-density difference between the layers although it is
not clear how they could be measured. Note that in the pro-
jected model considered in this work, the modes do not couple
to density perturbations (proportional to a scalar in valley-spin
space) since the excitations are valley-spin waves that change
necessarily one of these two quantum numbers [29].
In this way, for the F phase, the modes with L = 0 couple
to just the ˆS− operator, with ˆS± = ˆSx ± i ˆSy , while the L =
1,Lz = 0,±1 modes couple to the compound operator ˆS− ˆLz,±,
respectively. Thus, in principle, only the L = 0 modes can be
detected using their coupling to a magnetic field in the x,y
direction. For the FLP phase, the discussion is exactly the
same but changing the role of spin and layer operators, which
makes much harder their detection as they all couple to the ˆL−
operator.
On the other hand, for the phases with spontaneously broken
symmetries, the situation is much easier due to the lower
number of conserved quantities. For instance, for the CAF
phase, in the sector Lz = 0, the modes + couple to the ˆS±
operators while the modes −, including the Goldstone mode,
couple to ˆSz: as pointed out in Ref. [29], the coupling of the
CAF phase with the ˆSz operator could be used in principle
to unambiguously distinguish this phase from the others. The
modes with L = 1,Lz = ±1 couple to the ˆSz ˆL± operators.
For the PLP phase, the modes with S = 0 couple to just the
ˆLz operator while the modes with S = 1,Sz = 0,±1 couple
to the operators ˆLz ˆSz,±, respectively. Then, in a similar way
to the CAF phase, the coupling of the modes to a layer
voltage provides a unique feature of the PLP phase that can
be used to clearly characterize it. An alternative way to study
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FIG. 9. Phase diagram of the ν = 0 QH state in parameter space u⊥,uz (left) and Z,V (right), including the boundaries of the dynamically
stable regions, represented as dashed lines.
the collective-mode spectra through measurements of thermal
transport has been proposed in a very recent work [56].
Regarding the detection of the dynamical instabilities, from
Eqs. (54), (59) it is seen that the conditions for the appearance
of unstable modes for both CAF and PLP phases are
2Z
2u⊥
> u⊥ + uz (CAF),
u2z > u
2
⊥ + 2Z (PLP). (82)
Both conditions of instability are depicted in Fig. 9. In-
terestingly, the saturation of the two previous inequalities
correspond to the boundary between the PLP and CAF phases
for V = 0 (Z = 0). The first condition is unlikely to be
achieved for the expected values of the coupling constants. The
second condition is at least compatible with those values, but
corresponds to a region where the PLP is not the actual ground
state, as can be seen in the right plot. Naturally, the system is
not dynamically unstable when starting from an equilibrium
state. However, these potentially unstable dynamics could be
explored in out of equilibrium situations.
For monolayer graphene, it is well known that the transport
gap is governed by skyrmions [7], scaling as ∼√B⊥ for
both bare and screened interactions [21], in agreement with
the experimental results [57]. The same scaling occurs for
the mean-field transport gap since the screened Coulomb
contribution also behaves in monolayer graphene as ¯F00 =
h¯ωBh( FCh¯ωB ), with h some dimensionless function. However,
as now FC/h¯ωB is independent of B⊥, the gap always scales
as ∼h¯ωB ∼
√
B⊥ for any value of B⊥. With respect to the
detection of the collective modes, as the valley-spin structure is
formally equal to the bilayer scenario, the above discussion still
holds although, unfortunately, there is not a direct equivalent
of the layer voltage term. Alternative candidates for the job
are distortions in the lattice [58,59] but they seem to be much
less controllable from an experimental point of view.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the ν = 0 QH state within
a mean-field Hartree-Fock approach projected onto the zero-
energy Landau level. We have reproduced the mean-field phase
diagram of the ν = 0 QH state of Ref. [21] by solving the self-
consistent Hartree-Fock equations and computed the different
mean-field energies and transport gaps.
After that, using the time-dependent Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation, we have computed the corresponding collective
modes, that in the limit of zero momentum can be obtained
analytically. In particular, we have provided a complete
classification of the rich orbital-valley-spin structure of the
modes and their symmetries. As a result, we have identified the
singlet modes in orbital pseudospin at zero momentum as those
characterizing the phase transitions since they are the lowest
energy modes and the only ones coupled to the many-body
contributions of short-range interactions at low momentum.
With respect to the valley-spin structure of the modes, at
the boundary between the ferromagnetic and the fully layer-
polarized phases, there is a gapless mode, resulting from a
mean-field symmetry that can be regarded as a weak extension
of the complete SO(5) symmetry described in Ref. [27]; the
same phenomenon appears at the boundary between the canted
antiferromagnetic and the partially layer-polarized phases.
On the other hand, Goldstone modes appear at the bound-
aries between the ferromagnetic and canted antiferromagnetic
phases and the fully and partially layer-polarized phases due
to the spontaneous symmetry breakings. It is remarkable
that, while the former Goldstone mode corresponds to a
triplet mode in valley pseudospin, the latter is a spin-singlet
mode. This contrast arises due to the different nature of
both symmetry breaking mechanisms. A complementary study
of the phase transitions could be provided in terms of the
edge modes, extending the work presented in Refs. [29,30]
for the ferromagnetic-canted antiferromagnetic transition in
monolayer graphene.
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Another interesting feature of the phases with sponta-
neously broken symmetries is that they are able to present
dynamical instabilities within this projected model. The study
of such unstable dynamics in out of equilibrium scenarios
is of particular interest as both the in-plane magnetic field
and the interlayer voltage are easily manipulable in the
laboratory. For instance, one can try to explore the occurrence
of dynamical instabilities for a state initially prepared in the
phases with spontaneously broken symmetries by applying a
sudden quench in the external fields [60].
The performed calculations for bilayer graphene can be
straightforwardly adapted to monolayer graphene, due to the
formal analogy of the Hamiltonian. We have found that most
of the conclusions of the previous paragraphs still hold in
the monolayer scenario. We have also analyzed the effects
of LL mixing and we have accounted them by screening
the long-range Coulomb interaction and by renormalizing
the coupling constants of the short-range interactions. The
resulting effective Hamiltonian is formally similar to that
previously considered and hence, the phase diagram and the
collective modes present the same structure discussed above.
Finally, we have made some experimental remarks about
the transport gap and the detection of the instabilities.
We have found that, within the current detection schemes,
one can only aim at characterizing a restricted number of
modes. Specifically, among all the modes describing the
phase transitions, only those related to the F-CAF and FLP-
PLP transitions couple to physical observables in the side
of the spontaneously broken symmetry phase. Hence the
detection of the collective modes motivates the study and
design of new possible experimental methods able to provide
effective observables that couple to valley-pseudospin waves
and measure its dispersion relation. In this sense, the recent
work of Ref. [55] provides a promising line of research as it
shows measurements of the layer polarization of the states.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTIONS OF THE HARTREE-FOCK
EQUATIONS
We compute in this Appendix the solutions to the Hartree-
Fock equations for the ν = 0 QH state. We start by reviewing
the case of the 2D electron gas (2DEG), as many of the
developed techniques are also used for the actual computation
for graphene, presented later.
1. Basic results of the 2DEG
As a first step, we define the magnetic form factors
Ann′ (k) ≡
∫
dx φn
(
x − kyl
2
B
2
)
φn′
(
x + kyl
2
B
2
)
e−ikxx, (A1)
where the functions φn(x) are the usual harmonic oscillator
wave functions
φn(x) = 〈x|n〉 = 1√
2nn!
√
πlB
Hn
(
x
lB
)
e
− x2
2l2
B , (A2)
In order to compute the explicit expression of the magnetic
form factors, we rewrite Eq. (A1) as
Ann′ (k) = e−i
kx ky l
2
B
2
∫
dx φn(x)φn′
(
x + kyl2B
)
e−ikxx
= e−i kx ky l
2B
2 〈n|e−ikxxei Pxh¯ ky l2B |n′〉, (A3)
and we recall that Px , the momentum operator in the x
direction, is the generator of translations in the x direction.
Rewriting the previous expression in terms of the usual
harmonic oscillator destruction operator a in the x direction
yields
Ann′(k) = 〈n|e
(−ikx−ky )√
2
lBa
†
e
(−ikx+ky )√
2
lBa|n′〉e− (klB )
2
4 ,
a =
x
lB
+ i px lB
h¯√
2
. (A4)
Then, after some straightforward manipulations, we obtain
Ann′ (k) =
√
n′!
n!
[ (−ikx − ky)lB√
2
]n−n′
×Ln−n′n′
[ (klB)2
2
]
e−
(klB )2
4 , n  n′,
Lmn (x) = ex
x−m
n!
dn
dxn
xn+me−x
=
n∑
j=0
(−1)j (n + m)!
j !(n − j )!(m + j )!x
j , m  0,
Lmn (x) = (−1)mx−m
(n + m)!
n!
L−mn+m(x), m < 0, (A5)
with Lmn (x) a generalized Laguerre polynomial. From the
above relations it follows that Ann′(k) = A∗n′n(−k). It is worth
studying the dependence on k of the magnetic form factors.
If we switch to the following polar coordinates, (kx,ky) =
k(sinϕk, cosϕk), we find that
Ann′(k) = ei(n−n′)ϕkAnn′ (kx = 0,ky = k) ∝ ei(n−n′)ϕk . (A6)
As in practice we restrict to the ZLL, we give the explicit
expression of the magnetic form factors involved in the
calculations:
A00(k) = e−
(klB )2
4 ,
A10(k) = −ikx − ky√
2
e−
(klB )2
4 ,
(A7)
A01(k) = −ikx + ky√
2
e−
(klB )2
4 ,
A11(k) =
[
1 − (klB)
2
2
]
e−
(klB )2
4 .
Interestingly, in the context of the Wigner function, the
magnetic form factors are the Moyal functions of the harmonic
oscillator [61].
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For simplicity, we first review the usual case of integer QH
states in the 2DEG, where the field operator only has two
components corresponding to the spin polarizations ξ = ±.
The extension to the graphene scenario is discussed in the next
subsection. The noninteracting eigenfunctions of the 2DEG are
φ0n,k,ξ (x) = φn,k(x)χξ ,
φn,k(x) ≡ 〈x|n,k〉 = e
iky√
Ly
φn
(
x + kl2B
)
, n = 0,1,2 . . . ,
(A8)
where φn,k(x) are the orbital wave functions of the magnetic
levels and χξ is the spin wave function with polarization ξ .
The noninteracting eigenvalues of these wave functions are
0n,ξ =
(
n + 12
)
h¯ωB − ξZ (A9)
with ωB and Z the corresponding cyclotron and Zeeman
energy.
We now suppose that the electrons interact through an
arbitrary scalar potential V (as it is, for instance, the Coulomb
interaction V0). Its spatial matrix elements are given in terms
of the magnetic form factors:
V
nlnknj nm
plpkpjpm ≡ 〈nlplnjpj |V |nkpknmpm〉 =
∫
d2xd2x′φ∗nl ,pl (x)φnk,pk (x)V (x − x′)φ∗nj ,pj (x′)φnm,pm (x′)
= 1
S
∑
q
δpk−pl,−qy δpm−pj ,qy e
−iqx (pl−pj−qy )l2BV (q)Anlnk (−q)Anjnm (q). (A10)
The HF equations associated to the previous interacting potential are (see Appendix B 1 a for a derivation of the HF equations)
n,ξφn,k,ξ (x) = π
2
2m
φn,k,ξ (x) +
∑
m,p,ξ ′
νm,ξ ′
([∫
d2x′V (x − x′)φ†m,p,ξ ′ (x′)φm,p,ξ ′ (x′)
]
φn,k,ξ (x)
−
∫
d2x′V (x − x′)φm,p,ξ ′ (x)φ†m,p,ξ ′ (x′)φn,k,ξ (x′)
)
− Zσzφn,k,ξ (x) (A11)
with νm,ξ ′ the occupation number of each LL and the components of the vector π = (πx,πy) given after Eq. (4). We analyze now
the spatial structure of the previous equation. For that purpose, we define two associated mean-field potentials, denoted as V H,F ,
that take into account the Hartree (direct) and Fock (exchange) contributions from the potential V , respectively. First, we address
the non-self-consistent (NSC) problem, where the mean-field potentials are created by the bare (noninteracting) wave functions
φ0n,k,ξ . In that case, the above HF equations are
n,ξφn,k,ξ (x) = π
2
2m
φn,k,ξ (x) +
∑
m,ξ ′
νm,ξ ′
[∫
d2x′V Hm (x,x′) − V Fm (x,x′)χξ ′χ †ξ ′
]
φn,k,ξ (x′) − Zσzφn,k,ξ (x), (A12)
where V H,Fm are the contributions from each magnetic level to
the mean-field Hartree and Fock potentials:
V Hm (x,x′) =
∫
d2x′′V (x − x′′)Km(x′′,x′′)δ(x − x′),
V Fm (x,x′) = V (x − x′)Km(x,x′). (A13)
The function Kn(x,x′) ≡ Knn(x,x′) is the spatial part of the
Green’s function, with
Knn′ (x,x′) =
∑
p
φn,p(x)φ∗n′,p(x′). (A14)
We can compute explicitly Knn′(x,x′) by transforming the
discrete sum over p into an integral and by making the
transformation xp = X + pl2B , with the center of mass and
relative coordinates defined as R ≡ (x + x′)/2 and x ≡
x − x′. The result is
Knn′ (x,x′) = e
−i Xy
l2
B
2πl2B
Ann′
(
−y
l2B
, − x
l2B
)
. (A15)
In particular,
Kn(x,x′) = e
−i Xy
l2
B
2πl2B
Ln
(
r2
2l2B
)
e
− r2
4l2
B , (A16)
with r = |x|. Since Knn′ (x,x) = δnn′2πl2B , (2πl
2
B)−1 being the
homogeneous density corresponding to a completely filled
magnetic level, the Hartree contribution is uniform:
V Hm (x,x′) =
V (0)
2πl2B
δ(x − x′), (A17)
V (0) being the Fourier transform of the potential evaluated at
k = 0. In the usual case of the Coulomb interaction, the Hartree
potential is canceled by the positive charge background. For
a short-range interaction, proportional to δ(x − x′), the spatial
part of the Hartree potential is equal to the Fock potential.
With respect to the Fock potential, for general purposes, we
consider the following matrix elements:
〈nk|V Fmm′ |n′k′〉 ≡
∫
d2xd2x′φ∗n,k(x)V (x − x′)
×Kmm′(x,x′)φn′,k′(x′). (A18)
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The case of the Fock potential in Eq. (A13) is obtained for m =
m′. To compute the previous integral, we switch to the center
of mass and relative coordinates defined before Eq. (A16)
and integrate along the center of mass coordinates X,Y ,
obtaining
〈nk|V Fmm′ |n′k′〉 =
δk,k′
2πl2B
∫
d2xAn′n
(
y
l2B
,
x
l2B
)
×Amm′
(
− y
l2B
, − x
l2B
)
V (x). (A19)
Now, we assume the typical situation where the potential
V (x) is rotationally invariant (as the Coulomb potential, for
example). The polar dependence described in Eq. (A6) gives
the result
〈nk|V Fmm′ |n′k′〉 = δkk′δn−n′,m−m′Fnmm′ (A20)
with Fnmm′ the on-shell value of the previous integral.
Specifically, for the Fock potential, m = m′, we get
〈nk|V Fm |n′k′〉 = δkk′δnn′Fnm
Fnm = 1
l2B
∫ ∞
0
drrV (r)Ln
(
r2
2l2B
)
Lm
(
r2
2l2B
)
e
− r2
2l2
B .
(A21)
Note that Fmn = Fnm. Amazingly, the Hartree and Fock
potentials of Eq. (A13) are diagonal in the magnetic base
of the eigenfunctions of Eq. (A8), which implies that the
self-consistent orbital wave functions are indeed the same as
the noninteracting ones. Moreover, from Eq. (A12), it is easy
to check that this result also holds for the spin part. Thus
the complete self-consistent wave functions are equal to the
noninteracting ones.
It is useful to reproduce the previous results in Fourier
space by writing the matrix elements of the Hartree and Fock
potentials in terms of the matrix elements of the potential V in
Eq. (A10). For instance, for the Hartree potential, we trivially
find
〈nk|V Hm |n′k′〉 =
∑
p
V nn
′mm
kk′pp =
V (0)
2πl2B
δkk′δnn′ . (A22)
On the other hand, for the generalized Fock potential of
Eq. (A19), we obtain
〈nk|V Fmm′ |n′k′〉 =
∑
p
V nmm
′n′
kppk′
= δkk′(2π )2
∫
d2qV (q)A∗mn(q)Am′n′(q).
(A23)
Again, if we consider that the potential is rotationally invariant,
its Fourier transform is also rotationally invariant and hence
we recover the result of Eq. (A20). In particular, for m = m′,
we find
Fnm = 1(2π )2
∫
d2q|Amn(q)|2V (q). (A24)
Equations (A21) and (A24) are related to each other through
the identity
∫
d2q
(2π )2 e
i(qxky−qykx )l2BA∗nknj (q)Anlnm (q)
= 1
2πl2B
A∗nknl (k)Anjnm (k), (A25)
which can be proven by inserting the definition of the magnetic
form factors, Eq. (A1).
2. Diagonalization of the Hartree-Fock equations in graphene
After the previous training, we obtain the HF solutions for
the ν = 0 QH in bilayer graphene (the monolayer case is just
a trivial extension of this calculation). We start by computing
the eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian (2). Its
matrix elements, 〈nkα|H0|n′k′α′〉, with 〈x|nkα〉 = 0n,k,α(x)
the wave functions of Eqs. (5) and (6), are given by
〈nkα|H0|n′k′α′〉 = nδnn′δkk′δαα′ − V δn,−n′δkk′(τz)αα′
− Zδnn′δkk′(σz)αα′ , |n| 	= 0,1,
〈nkα|H0|n′k′α′〉 = −V δnn′δkk′(τz)αα′
− Zδnn′δkk′(σz)αα′ , n = 0,1, (A26)
with (τi)αα′ = χ †ατiχα′ . We see that the previous Hamiltonian
is diagonal within the ZLL while it mixes the LLs ±n due
to the layer voltage. The reason is that, outside the ZLL, the
wave functions are not localized on one specific layer and
thus they are able to experiment the effect of the voltage.
However, as long as V  h¯ωB , it is a good approximation to
consider that H0 is diagonal in every LL so their corresponding
eigenfunctions are still given by 0n,p,α(x). The associated
eigenvalues H0|nkα〉 = h¯ω0n,α|nkα〉 are then
h¯ω0n,α  n − Zξ, |n| 	= 0,1, (A27)
h¯ω0n,α = −Zξ − V λ, |n| = 0,1,
where λ,ξ label the valley and spin polarizations, λ = ±1
corresponding toK and K ′ valleys. The noninteracting spinors
are given by all possible orthogonal combinations of valley-
spin polarizations, χ0α = |±nz〉 ⊗ |±sz〉; see Eq. (23) for the
notation of the wave-functions in valley-spin space. For the
ν = 0 QH state, all the states with n  −2 are filled and empty
for n  2 while the ZLL is half-filled. As the noninteracting
energy only depends on the polarization in valley-spin space,
the two magnetic levels are filled in the same way in valley-spin
space. Thus, following the notation of the main text, we label
the occupied noninteracting spinors as χ0a,b and the empty ones
as χ0c,d . In particular, for V < Z , the ZLL is filled in the same
F configuration of Eq. (23) and for V > Z it is filled in the
FLP configuration of Eq. (24). Hence, in the noninteracting
problem, these are the only two possible phases for the ν = 0
QH state.
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We now address the effect of the interactions, given by Eqs. (8) and (9). The resulting HF equations for the ν = 0 QH state are
n,αn,k,α(x) = H0n,k,α(x) −
∞∑
m=−∞
′ ∑
p,β
νm,β
∫
d2x′V0(x − x′)m,p,β (x)†m,p,β (x′)n,k,α(x′)
+
∑
i,j
′
gij
∞∑
m=−∞
′ ∑
p,β
νm,β ([†m,p,β (x)Tijm,p,β (x)]Tijn,k,α(x) − Tijm,p,β (x)†m,p,β (x)Tijn,k,α(x)), (A28)
where the Hartree term of the Coulomb potential is canceled by the positive charge background. As in the 2DEG case, we first
consider the NSC problem in order to understand the structure of the equations.
a. Non-self-consistent problem
The spatial part of the noninteracting Green’s function is given by a 2 × 2 matrix in the ¯A ¯B subspace
K (2)n (x,x′) ≡
∑
p
0n,p(x)0†n,p(x′). (A29)
Operating in the same fashion as in the 2DEG case, we obtain
K (2)n (x,x′) =
1
2
[
K|n|−2,|n|−2(x,x′) sgn n K|n|−2,|n|(x, x′)
sgn n K|n|,|n|−2(x,x′) K|n|,|n|(x,x′)
]
, |n| 	= 0,1, (A30)
K (2)n (x,x′) =
[
0 0
0 Kn(x,x′)
]
, n = 0,1.
In particular, for x = x′, K (2)n (x,x′) = (4πl2B)−1diag[1,1] for|n| 	= 0,1 and K (2)n (x,x′) = (2πl2B)−1P ¯B for n = 0,1, P ¯B =
diag[0,1] being the projector onto the subspace ¯B.
The matrix K (2)n (x,x′) is key to understand the orbital
structure of the HF equations. With that finality, we write
the NSC version of the HF equations (A28) as
n,αn,k,α(x) =
∫
d2x′HNSCHF(x,x′)n,k,α(x′) (A31)
and separate the different contributions to the non-self-
consistent mean-field Hamiltonian HNSCHF:
HNSCHF = H0 + HNSCDS + HNSCZLL, (A32)
where H0 is just the noninteracting Hamiltonian. The term
HNSCDS represents the NSC mean-field potential created by
the Dirac sea, formed by all the noninteracting states with
n  −2,
HNSCDS(x,x′) = −
∞∑
m=2
[(V0)(2)−m(x,x′) + u¯δ(x − x′)],
(V0)(2)m (x,x′) ≡ V0(x − x′)K (2)m (x,x′),
u¯ =
∑
i,j
′
gij
gij
4πl2B
. (A33)
Since all valley-spin polarizations are occupied in the Dirac
sea, the Hartree term of the short-range interactions vanishes
and the corresponding Fock term is just an scalar. The last
term of Eq. (A32) corresponds to the NSC mean-field potential
created by the filled states of the ZLL:
HNSCZLL(x,x′) = −
∑
m=0,1
(V0)(2)m (x,x′)P 0 +
[∑
i
ui([tr(P 0τi)]τi − τiP 0τi)P ¯B − viτiP 0τiP ¯A
]
δ(x − x′) (A34)
with P 0 = χ0a χ0†a + χ0b χ0†b the analog of the matrix P [defined after Eq. (17)] for the noninteracting spinors, P ¯A = diag[1,0] the
projector onto the subspace ¯A and vi = (gix + giy)/πl2B . The matrix elements of the Fock contribution of the Coulomb potential
are
〈nk|(V0)(2)m |n′k′〉 ≡
∫
d2xd2x′0†n,k(x)(V0)(2)m (x,x′)0n′,k′(x′) = [Cnmδn,n′ + Dnmδn,−n′ ]δkk′, |n| 	= 0,1,
〈nk|(V0)(2)m |n′k′〉 =
1 + δm,0 + δm,1
2
Fnmδnn′δkk′, n = 0,1, (A35)
with Cnm,Dnm some coefficients that can be expressed in terms
of the values of the generalized matrix elements of Eq. (A20);
their particular expression is not interesting for the current
purposes. As we see, the Fock term of the Coulomb potential
mixes n with −n outside the ZLL and it is diagonal within the
ZLL, in the same fashion of the noninteracting Hamiltonian.
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It is easy to show that this behavior also persists in the matrix
elements of the short-range terms; therefore we conclude that
the NSC Hamiltonian HNSCHF only couples the LLs ±n and
leaves invariant the ZLL. Moreover, even when the mean-field
potentials are self-consistently renormalized, this structure
is preserved. Hence the orbital part of the self-consistent
wave functions n,k,α is constructed from the noninteracting
orbital wave functions 0±n,k . In the following, we neglect the
coupling between ±n LLs as we are assuming that interactions
are weak enough to neglect LL mixing. A nice discussion about
the coupling of the ±n LLs for strong Coulomb interactions
is presented in Ref. [26].
b. Self-consistent problem
We now switch to the actual self-consistent problem. We
rewrite Eq. (A28) as previously done for the NSC problem
n,αn,k,α(x) =
∫
d2x′HHF(x,x′)n,k,α(x′) (A36)
and separate the different contributions along the same lines
of Eq. (A32):
HHF = H0 + HDS + HZLL. (A37)
As we are neglecting LL mixing, we can regard the Dirac sea
as frozen and hence the self-consistent HF mean-field potential
created by the Dirac sea, HDS, is the same as the NSC one of
Eq. (A33), HDS = HNSCDS. With respect to the self-consistent
mean-field potential created by the filled states of the ZLL,
Eq. (A34), we only have to replace the NSC projector P 0 by
the self-consistent one, P , as the filling of the ZLL is of the
same form [see discussion after Eq. (15)]. Hence we focus on
the ZLL in order to determine the self-consistent valley-spin
wave functions of the ZLL.
For that purpose, since HHF leaves invariant the ZLL, we
only need to take the components of HHF in the sublattice ¯B,
obtaining the projected HF Hamiltonian H (0)HF for the ZLL,
H
(0)
HF = P ¯BHHFP ¯B = H (0)0 + H (0)DS + H (0)ZLL. H (0)0 corresponds
to just the layer-voltage and Zeeman terms, H (0)0 = −V τz −
Zσz, as the kinetic energy is zero. The interaction of the ZLL
with the inert Dirac sea can be taken into account by a scalar
nonlocal potential VDS(x,x′),
VDS(x,x′) ≡ H (0)DS(x,x′) = P ¯BHDS(x,x′)P ¯B
= −
∞∑
m=2
[
1
2
(V0)Fm(x,x′) + u¯δ(x − x′)
]
,
(A38)
while the self-consistent interaction inside the ZLL gives rise to
H
(0)
ZLL(x,x′) = −
∑
m=0,1
(V0)Fm(x,x′)P +
∑
i
ui([tr(Pτi)]τi
− τiP τi)δ(x − x′). (A39)
Note that, after projecting, the interaction with the Dirac sea
corresponds to a one-body operator.
Then, the resulting HF equation for the ZLL
n,αn,k,α(x) =
∫
d2x′H (0)HF(x,x′)n,k,α(x′) (A40)
is completely equivalent to the HF equation (15) derived from
the effective Hamiltonian (13) and gives
n,αn,k,α(x) = −12
∞∑
m=2
∫
d2x′(V0)Fm(x,x′)n,k,α(x′)
−
∑
m=0,1
∫
d2x′(V0)Fm(x,x′)Pn,k,α(x′)
+
∑
i
ui([tr(Pτi)]τi − τiP τi)n,k,α(x)
− V τzn,k,α(x) − Zσzn,k,α(x), (A41)
where we have reabsorbed in the Hamiltonian the infinite
energy shift provided by the sum of the term u¯δ(x − x′) in the
expression ofVDS(x,x′). Since the mean-field HF potentials are
invariant under unitary transformations that leave invariant the
subspace formed by the filled states [see Eq. (B6) and related
discussion], the self-consistent problem is still diagonal in the
orbital part as the two magnetic levelsn = 0,1 are filled exactly
in the same way. Thus the self-consistent wave functions have
the form n,k,α(x) = 0n,k(x)χα .
In order to arrive at an equation for the spinor χα , we
multiply by 0,†n,k(x) and integrate in Eq. (A41), obtaining
n,αχα = −12
∞∑
m=2
Fnmχα − (Fn0 + Fn1)Pχα
+
∑
i
ui([tr(Pτi)]τi − τiP τi)χα
− V τzχα − Zσzχα (A42)
with Fnm the eigenvalues of the Fock potential associated to
the Coulomb interaction, Eq. (A21). The contribution from the
mean-field interaction with the Dirac sea, which is the origin
of the analog of the Lamb shift, corresponds to the first term
at the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of the above equation. Following
the regularization procedure of Ref. [20], we rearrange the
associated series as
∞∑
m=2
Fnm =
∞∑
m=0
Fnm − Fn0 − Fn1. (A43)
The completeness relation
∞∑
m=0
|Anm(k)|2 = 1 (A44)
can be proven from the definition of the magnetic form
factors Eq. (A1) and the completeness relation of the harmonic
oscillator wave functions. Then, using Eqs. (A24) and (A44),
we find that
∞∑
m=0
Fnm = 1(2π )2
∫
d2qV0(q) = V0(x = 0), (A45)
which represents a constant (infinite) energy shift that can be
absorbed in the Hamiltonian, as that arising from the short-
range interactions [see discussion below Eq. (A38)]. After this
regularization, and by defining Fn ≡ Fn0 + Fn1 as in the main
text, we finally get Eq. (17).
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The formalism developed in this section is also valid for
screened Coulomb interactions if we just replaceV0(k) by ¯V (k)
of Eq. (76). The expression for the screened Fock energies ¯Fnm
then takes the form
¯Fnm = 1(2π )2
∫
d2q|Amn(q)|2 ¯V (q) = h¯ωBgnm
(
FC
h¯ωB
)
(A46)
with gnm(x) the dimensionless functions obtained from the
integral
gnm(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dz
∣∣Amn(0, zlB )∣∣2
1
x
+ N f (z)
z
. (A47)
In particular, the dimensionless function g(x) associated to
the screened Coulomb contribution to the transport gap, ¯F1 =
¯F10 + ¯F11 [see Eq. (80)], reads
g(x) = g10(x) + g11(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dz
1 − z22 + z
4
4
1
x
+ N f (z)
z
e−
z2
2 . (A48)
For small x, one recovers the unscreened result for g(x) while
for large x, g(x) diverges logarithmically since f (z)  αz2 for
small z.
APPENDIX B: TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE-FOCK
APPROXIMATION
We review in this Appendix the basic theory of the TDHFA.
First, we consider a variational approach for the wave function
[62] and then we connect the results with a diagrammatic
calculation of the correlation functions [48,63], which gives
identical results for the computation of the collective modes.
Alternative approaches can also be seen in Refs. [64,65].
1. Variational formalism
a. Stationary situation
We start by reviewing the stationary HF equations in the
usual case of a system of N fermions governed by a second-
quantization Hamiltonian of the form [66]
ˆH =
∑
l,k
(Hsp)lk cˆ†l cˆk +
1
2
∑
l,k,j,m
Vlk,jmcˆ
†
l cˆ
†
j cˆmcˆk, (B1)
where the eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian
Hsp are known. The indices l,k,j,m label the states of
an orthonormal basis of the single-particle Hilbert space.
The stationary HF equations are obtained by looking for a
Slater determinant that minimizes the expectation value of the
Hamiltonian
|0〉 =
N∏
λ=1
cˆ
†
λ|0〉, (B2)
λ = 1, . . . ,N being N orthogonal states. Now, we con-
sider small particle-hole perturbations around the single-
particle states in the so-called Thouless parametrization
[62]:
|〉 =
N∏
λ=1
(
cˆ
†
λ +
∑
λ
wλcˆ
†

)
|0〉
=
N∏
λ=1
(
cˆ
†
λ +
∑

wλcˆ
†
cˆλcˆ
†
λ
)
|0〉
= e
∑
λ wλcˆ
†
cˆλ |0〉, (B3)
where the sum in  runs over all the unoccupied states. Along
this section, we will use lower Greek indices λ and σ for
labeling occupied levels and upper Greek indices  and 
for empty levels, while Latin indices l, k, j, and m will label
arbitrary (filled or empty) states.
The condition for |0〉 to be an extreme of the energy,
〈0| ˆH |0〉, reads
〈0|cˆ†λcˆ ˆH |0〉 = 0, (B4)
which implies that HHFλ = 0, with
ˆHHF =
∑
l,k
HHFlk cˆ
†
l cˆk,
HHFlk = (Hsp)lk +
∑
λ
(Vlk,λλ − Vlλ,λk). (B5)
Thus, if |0〉 is an extreme, the mean-field Hartree-Fock
Hamiltonian ˆHHF created by |0〉 cannot connect occupied
and empty states. Moreover, as ˆHHF is invariant under unitary
transformations that leave invariant the subspace spanned by
the occupied and empty states, we can choose an orthonormal
basis of the Hilbert space that diagonalizes ˆHHF so
HHFlk = kδlk,
k = (Hsp)kk +
∑
λ
(Vkk,λλ − Vkλ,λk), (B6)
which corresponds to the usual HF equations for the self-
consistent wave functions written in terms of matrix elements.
The Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian is then
ˆHHF =
∑
k
kcˆ
†
kcˆk =
∑
λ
λcˆ
†
λcˆλ +
∑

cˆ
†
cˆ. (B7)
The total energy of the state |0〉 is
EHF = 〈0| ˆH |0〉 =
∑
λ
(Hsp)λλ + 12
∑
λ,σ
(Vσσ,λλ − Vσλ,λσ ).
(B8)
In order to check if |0〉 is a true minimum of the expectation
value of ˆH , we consider fluctuations around |0〉 [as given by
Eq. (B3)] and keeping only terms up to second order in the
coefficients wλ, we get the quadratic form
〈|( ˆH − EHF)|〉 = 12
∑
,λ,,σ
w∗λXλ,σwσ
+w∗λXλ,σw∗σ
+wλXλ,σwσ + wλXλ,σw∗σ
≡ 1
2
W†XW, (B9)
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with W being a column vector containing the coefficients
wλ,w
∗
λ,
W =
[
wλ
w∗λ
]
. (B10)
The elements of the matrix X are
Xλ,σ = 〈0|cˆ†λcˆ( ˆH − EHF)cˆ†cˆσ |0〉
= ( − λ)δλσ, + Vλ,σ − Vσλ,,
Xλ,σ = 〈0|cˆ†λcˆcˆ†σ cˆ( ˆH − EHF)|0〉
= 〈0|cˆ†λcˆcˆ†σ cˆ ˆH |0〉 = Vλ,σ − Vλ,σ ,
Xλ,σ = X∗σ,λ = X∗λ,σ = 〈0| ˆHcˆ†cˆλcˆ†cˆσ |0〉,
Xλ,σ = X∗λ,σ. (B11)
Then, if the matrix X is positive definite, |0〉 corresponds to a
true local minimum of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
and hence it is an energetically stable solution. We will refer
to the elements Xλ,σ , Xλ,σ as normal and to the elements
Xλ,σ , Xλ,σ as anomalous since they are not given by
a matrix elements between two particle-hole excitations but
rather between the ground state and an excited state with two
pairs of particle-holes.
For notational convenience, we rewrite the matrix X in
terms of arbitrary states kl,jm as
Xkl,jm = (νk − νl)(l − k)δkj δlm + Vlk,jm − Vjk,lm, (B12)
where νk,νl represent the number occupation of the state k,l.
We keep in mind that the only valid matrix elements of X in
Eq. (B12) are those with the pair index kl corresponding to
one level filled and one level empty, so νk − νl = ±1 if k is
filled (empty) and l is empty (filled); this also applies for the
pair jm. In the same fashion, we rewrite the components of
the vector W as Wkl = wlk for νk − νl = 1 and Wkl = w∗kl for
νk − νl = −1.
Using this notation, we can rewrite the quadratic form of
Eq. (B9) in a more compact way:
W†XW =
∑
kl
′∑
jm
′
W ∗klXkl,jmWjm, (B13)
where ′ denotes now that we only sum over the proper values
of the pair indices kl,jm.
b. Time-dependent situation
The Schrödinger equation for the time evolution of the wave
function can also be derived from a variational principle. In
particular, a solution of the Schrödinger equation, |(t)〉, must
be an extreme of the functional
L(t) = 〈(t)| ˆH − ih¯ d
dt
|(t)〉. (B14)
The equations for the TDHFA arise when imposing a time-
dependent solution of the same form of Eq. (B3),
|(t)〉 = f (t)e−i EHFh¯ t e
∑
λ wλ(t)cˆ†cˆλ |0〉. (B15)
In that case, we find
L(t)  1
2
W†(t)XW(t)|f (t)|2
− ih¯f ∗(t)df
dt
(
1 +
∑
λ
|wλ(t)|2
)
− |f (t)|2
∑
λ
w∗λ(t)ih¯
dwλ
dt
, (B16)
where we have only kept terms up to second order in wλ. The
resulting equation of motion for wλ is
|f |2
∑
,σ
(Xλ,σwσ + Xλ,σw∗σ )
= ih¯f ∗ df
dt
wλ + |f |2ih¯ dwλ
dt
. (B17)
Combining this equation of motion with that of f (t), it is
straightforward to show that
d
dt
[
|f |2
(
1 +
∑
λ
|wλ|2
)]
= 0,
f ∗
df
dt
− f df
∗
dt
= 0. (B18)
Thus f ∗ df
dt
is quadratic in the coefficients wλ and since we
must consistently keep only the lowest order terms for the
equation of motion for wλ, Eq. (B17) reduces to the linear
f -independent equation∑
,σ
Xλ,σwσ + Xλ,σw∗σ = ih¯
dwλ
dt
. (B19)
If we now perform a linear expansion in modes for wλ,
wλ(t) =
∑
n
γnun,λe
−iωnt + γ ∗n v∗n,λeiωnt , (B20)
γn being the amplitude of each mode, we finally arrive at the
equations for the TDHFA:∑
,σ
Xλ,σun,σ + Xλ,σ vn,σ = h¯ωnun,λ,
(B21)
−
∑
,σ
Xλ,σun,σ + Xλ,σ vn,σ = h¯ωnvn,λ.
In matrix form, the previous equation simply reads as[
N A
−A∗ −N∗
][
un
vn
]
= h¯ω
[
un
vn
]
(B22)
with N,A denoting the normal, anomalous sectors of the ma-
trix X. As N is an Hermitian matrix, whenever the anomalous
elements are nonzero, Eq. (B22) is a non-Hermitian eigenvalue
equation and thus, it can present complex eigenvalues. We
also remark that the u and v components are mixed only
for nonvanishing anomalous elements. It is worth noting the
strong formal analogy of the above equations with the bosonic
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [67,68].
For convenience, we rewrite the above equations using the
compact notation developed in Eqs. (B12) and (B13). In this
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way, Eq. (B19) can be put as
˜XW = ih¯ dW
dt
, ˜X = ˜TX (B23)
with the elements of the matrix ˜T given by ˜Tkl,jm = (νk −
νl)δkj δlm. The expansion in modes of Eq. (B20) reads
W(t) =
∑
n
γnZne−iωnt + γ ∗n ¯Zneiωnt , (B24)
Zn =
[
un,λ
vn,λ
]
, ¯Zn =
[
v∗n,λ
u∗n,λ
]
,
and the equations of the TDHFA, Eq. (B21), are simply
˜XZn = h¯ωnZn. (B25)
Exploiting the analogies with the bosonic BdG equations,
we find some interesting properties of the TDHFA equations.
For instance, if Zn is a mode with frequency ωn, then the
conjugate ¯Zn is as well a mode with eigenvalue −ω∗n:
˜X ¯Zn = −h¯ω∗n ¯Zn. (B26)
The TDHFA equations also have an associated Klein-Gordon
type scalar product given by
(Zn|Zm) ≡ Z†n ˜T Zm. (B27)
In particular, if Zn,Zm are two eigenmodes of Eq. (B24), then
(ωm − ω∗n)(Zn|Zm) = 0, (B28)
from which follows that two modes with different eigenvalues
are orthogonal according to this scalar product. Another
important property is that the previous scalar product is not
positive definite so the norm of a given solution Zn, defined
as (Zn|Zn), can be positive, negative or zero. In particular, the
norm of the conjugate ¯Zn has the opposite sign to that of Zn.
It is immediately deduced from Eq. (B28) that any mode with
complex frequency has zero norm. Also, as ˜T ˜X† ˜T = ˜X, the
complex-frequency modes appear in pairs (ωn,ω∗n).
Interestingly, we can further relate the energetic stability
of the HF solution |0〉 (discussed at the end of Sec. B 1 a)
with the frequencies of the collective modes computed in the
TDHFA through
Z†nXZn = h¯ωn(Zn|Zn). (B29)
If the state |0〉 truly minimizes the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian, the matrix X is positive definite and then
there are no dynamical instabilities since that would imply the
presence of a mode with zero norm, (Zn|Zn) = 0. Therefore
the presence of dynamical instabilities is only possible if the
state is energetically unstable.
Also, if |0〉 is energetically stable, the modes with positive
(negative) frequency have positive (negative) normalization.
Thus the presence of a mode with positive (negative) nor-
malization and negative (positive) frequency reveals that the
system is energetically unstable. Hence, in practice, we only
need to compute the modes with positive norm since the rest
of the modes are obtained through the conjugation Zn → ¯Zn.
Indeed, they are the two sides of the same coin as they both
give rise to the same wave function.
More interesting properties appear in the presence of
a continuous symmetry in the Hamiltonian. A continuous
symmetry arises when the Hamiltonian is invariant under a
continuous transformation of the form ˆU †(ϕ) ˆH ˆU (ϕ) = ˆH ,
with ˆU (ϕ) = e−iϕ ˆL, ˆL being a Hermitian operator of the form
ˆL =
∑
l,k
Llkcˆ
†
l cˆk. (B30)
As well known, the presence of such a symmetry gives
rise to the appearance of a gapless Goldstone mode when the
symmetry is spontaneously broken by the ground state. This
result is recovered in the TDHFA by taking into account that
the ground state is a solution of the HF equations. In that case,
if we rewrite Eq. (B4) as
〈0|cˆ†λcˆ ˆU †(ϕ) ˆH ˆU (ϕ)|0〉 = 0 (B31)
and expand the exponential for small ϕ, we find that a mode
with zero frequency arises, XZG = 0, with
ZG =
[
iLλ
−iL∗λ
]
, (B32)
Lλ being the matrix elements of ˆL that connect filled and
empty states. This gapless mode disappears whenever all the
Lλ are zero; in that case, the unitary transformation given by
ˆU (ϕ) leaves invariant the state |0〉 so the symmetry is not
spontaneously broken.
The above argument also predicts the existence of such
a gapless mode whenever the system presents a continuous
mean-field symmetry, by which we denote a continuous
transformation that is not a exact symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
ˆU †(ϕ) ˆH ˆU (ϕ) 	= ˆH , but it satisfies Eq. (B31), which means
that ˆU (ϕ)|0〉 is also a mean-field ground state with the same
energy of |0〉.
Using the developed formalism, it is straightforward to
compute the response function to a small perturbation intro-
duced by an external field Hext(t) within the TDHFA. Adding
Hext to the equilibrium Hamiltonian ˆH in the functional of
Eq. (B14), using the same ansatz of Eq. (B15) and retaining
only the lowest order terms in the amplitude of the external
field gives an inhomogeneous version of Eq. (B23),
ih¯
dW
dt
= ˜XW + h, hkl = (νk − νl)(Hext)lk. (B33)
Thus, to first order, the system only responds to the particle-
hole matrix elements of the external field, perturbing only
the expectation value of particle-hole operators. Then, if we
consider the change to lowest order in the expectation value of
a particular observable A due to the coupling with an external
field Hext = B, A(t) =
∑′
klAklWkl(t), we find by taking the
Fourier transform in the above expression that.
A(ω) = A†χ (ω)B(ω), χ (ω) = (h¯ω ˜T − X)−1 (B34)
with A,B vectors containing the particle-hole matrix elements
of A,B, Akl = A∗kl and the same for B. The function χ (ω) is
called the mother of all response functions [64]. Its poles are
given by the condition
det[X − h¯ω ˜T ] = 0, (B35)
which after a trivial transformation gives the TDHFA eigen-
value equation det[ ˜X − h¯ω] = 0, completely equivalent to
Eq. (B25). Hence the poles of the different response functions
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are indeed the frequencies of the collective modes, as well
known from the general theory of the response function [66].
c. TDHFA for the ν = 0 quantum Hall state in graphene
We now apply the previous formalism to the study of the
ν = 0 QH state in graphene, although many of the results
presented proceed from the general theory of integer QH
states. In that case, we take the Hamiltonian of Eq. (B1) as
the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (13). The states of the Hilbert
space are labeled by the dummy index k, which represents
all the quantum numbers (nk,pk,αk) at the same time, with
nk the magnetic number, pk the y-momentum and αk the
polarization in valley-spin space. In particular, in our ZLL
projected Hamitonian,nk = 0,1 andαk = a,b,c,d. The single-
particle Hamiltonian Hsp corresponds to the layer voltage,
the Zeeman term and the mean-field interaction with the
Dirac sea while the total effective potential corresponds to the
Coulomb and short-range interactions. Since we are restricting
to the ZLL, where the orbital part of the wave functions is
proportional to the magnetic wave function φn, the matrix
elements of the total effective interaction potential [Vlk,jm in
Eq. (B1)] can be straightforwardly calculated with the help of
Eq. (A10) as
Vlk,jm = (V0)nlnknj nmplpkpjpmδαlαk δαj αm
+ (Vsr)nlnknj nmplpkpjpm
∑
i
gi(τi)αlαk (τi)αjαm,
Vsr(x) ≡ δ(x). (B36)
The corresponding HF equations (B6) read in terms of the
self-consistent wave functions as Eq. (15). As discussed in the
main text and in Appendix (A11), the orbital part of the self-
consistent wave functions is equal to that of the noninteracting
wave functions and the ground state |0〉 is given by Eq. (16).
With respect to the TDHFA equations (B25), since the
occupation number does not depend on the y-momentum for
integer QH states, we perform the following transformation in
momentum space for an arbitrary vector Z:
Zkl(k) ≡ Znkαknlαl (k)
=
√
1
NB
∑
pl,pk
ei
pl+pk
2 kx l
2
B δpl−pk,kyZkl, (B37)
so we get rid of the momentum coordinates and obtain a
discrete matrix equation only in the magnetic and valley-spin
indices:
˜X(k)Z(k) = h¯ω(k)Z(k), ˜X(k) = ˜TX(k), (B38)
Z(k) being a vector with components Zkl(k) and ˜T the
correspondent version of the same matrix in only mag-
netic and valley-spin indices. The elements of the ma-
trix X(k), Xkl,jm(k) ≡ Xnkαknlαl ,nj αj nmαm (k), are computed
from
1
NB
∑
pl,pk
∑
pj ,pm
ei
pl+pk
2 kx l
2
B δpl−pk,kyXkl,jme
−i pj +pm2 k′x l2B δpm−pj ,k′y
= Xkl,jm(k)δk,k′ , (B39)
which gives
Xkl,jm(k) = (νk − νl)(l − k)δkj δlm + Wlk,jm(k),
Wlk,jm(k) = URPAlk,jm(k) − ULADjk,lm(k),
URPAlk,jm(k) =
1
2πl2B
Anlnk (−k)Anjnm (k)Uαlαk,αj αm (k),
ULADjk,lm(k) =
∫
d2q
(2π )2 e
i(qxky−qykx )l2BAnjnk (−q)
×Anlnm (q)Uαjαk,αlαm (q),
Uαlαk,αj αm (k) = V0(k)δαlαk δαj αm
+ 4πh¯
2
m
∑
i
gi(τi)αlαk (τi)αjαm . (B40)
The energies URPA,ULAD result from direct (exchange) inter-
actions; see also discussion after Eq. (B59). The matrix X(k)
satisfies the properties
Xkl,jm(k) = X∗jm,kl(k), (B41)
Xkl,jm(k) = X∗lk,mj (−k). (B42)
Following Ref. [63], we will refer to the matrix X(k) as the
dispersion matrix.
As a result, the transformation given by Eq. (B39) diago-
nalizes the TDHFA equations so the wave vector k becomes
a good quantum number that represents the momentum of
the magnetoexciton wave function, Eq. (32). By defining
ˆM
†
kl ≡ ˆM†nkαknlαl (k), the matrix elements of X(k) can be easily
expressed in terms of magnetoexciton matrix elements as
Xλ,σ(k) = 〈0| ˆMλ(k)( ˆH − EHF) ˆM†σ (k)|0〉,
Xλ,σ (k) = 〈0| ˆMλ(k) ˆMσ (−k) ˆH |0〉,
Xλ,σ(k) = X∗σ,λ(k) = X∗λ,σ (−k)
= 〈0| ˆH ˆM†λ(−k) ˆM†σ (k)|0〉, (B43)
Xλ,σ (k) = X∗λ,σ(−k)
= 〈0| ˆMσ (−k)( ˆH − EHF) ˆM†λ(−k)|0〉,
with Xλ,σ(k), Xλ,σ (k) the anomalous matrix elements.
The wave functions associated to the collective modes
computed from Eq. (B38), |(k,t)〉 = ˆM†(k,t)|0〉, are char-
acterized by the particle-hole operators ˆM†(k,t), which are
given in terms of linear combinations of magnetoexcitons,
ˆM†(k,t) =
∑
,λ
uλ(k) ˆM†λ(k)e−iω(k)t
+ v∗λ(k) ˆM†λ(−k)eiω(k)t ,
uλ(k) =
√
1
NB
∑
p,pλ
ei
p+pλ
2 kx l
2
B δp−pλ,ky uλ,
vλ(k) =
√
1
NB
∑
p,pλ
ei
p+pλ
2 kx l
2
B δpλ−p,ky vλ, (B44)
as can be seen from Eqs. (B20) and (B37).
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G = = + +
+
= +
ΠA =
ΛA = = + +
FIG. 10. (Top) Diagrammatic representation of the HF equations. The double (single) lines represent the dressed (bare) Green’s function.
The wiggly line represents the Coulomb interaction and the dashed line represents the short-range interactions. The direct (Hartree) term of
the Coulomb interaction is suppressed by the uniform positive charge background. (Middle) Diagrammatic representation of the total potential
and the correlation function A, Eq. (B49). (Bottom) Diagrammatic representation of the vertex equation in the TDHFA, Eq. (B53).
If all the vλ coefficients are zero, the excitation is a pure
magnetoexciton with momentum k while for nonvanishing
vλ the excitations are combinations of magnetoexcitons with
momentum ±k. This can be understood from the fact that, as
the v components arise from the anomalous matrix elements
(connecting the ground state with a state with two magne-
toexcitons created), in order to conserve total momentum the
two magnetoexcitons must sum total momentum zero, see
Eq. (B43).
With respect to the response function, after inverting
relation (B39), one gets from Eq. (B34) that
A(ω) =
∑
k
A†(k)χ (k,ω)B(k,ω) (B45)
with the elements Akl(k),Bkl(k,ω) defined as in Eq. (B37).
The mother of all response functions is now diagonalized in
momentum and reads χ (k,ω) = [h¯ω ˜T − X(k)]−1. Of special
interest is the case where the operators A,B are of the form
A = A(x) = ˆψ†(x)θ †A ˆψ(x),
B = B(x′) = A†(x′), (B46)
with θA some operator in valley-spin space, as they characterize
the response of the system to the introduction of a pertur-
bation in the charge, spin or interlayer density. After some
manipulations, it is seen that
A(x,ω) =
∫
d2k
(2π )2 e
ik(x−x′)A(k,ω),
A(k,ω) = 1
2πl2B
a†(k)χ (k,ω)a(k), (B47)
akl(k) = A∗nknl (k)θαlαk , θαlαk ≡ χ †αl θAχαk .
2. Diagrammatic formalism
Following Refs. [48,63], we rederive the results of the previ-
ous section using a diagrammatic expansion. For definiteness,
we restrict from the beginning to the particular case of the
ν = 0 QH state (although the extrapolation of the results for
general integer QH states is immediate). The first step is to
compute the self-consistent Green’s function, whose equation
is given by the diagrammatic representation of the first line
of Fig. 10. As well known [66], this equation leads to the HF
equations for the self-consistent wave functions, Eq. (15), in
terms of which the Green’s functions is written
G(x,x′,ω) =
∑
k
k(x)†k (x′)Gk(ω),
Gk(ω) = 1 − νk
ω − ωk + iη +
νk
ω − ωk − iη , (B48)
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with η = 0+ and h¯ωk = k the HF energy. We follow here the
notation introduced in Sec. B 1 c so the dummy index k labels
all the quantum numbers (nk,pk,αk).
Since the corresponding formalism is closely related to that
of the response function [66], the collective-mode frequencies
can also obtained from the poles of the set of correlation
functions:
A(x,x ′) = −i〈T {[ ˆψ†(x)θ †A ˆψ(x)][ ˆψ†(x ′)θA ˆψ(x ′)]}〉,
(B49)
where x = (x,t), T denotes time-ordering, all the expectation
values are evaluated in the ground state of the system in
the Heisenberg picture and  ˆO = ˆO − 〈 ˆO〉 denotes the
fluctuations of an operator around its mean value.
The Fourier transform of the correlation function gives
A(k,ω) =
∫
d3xe−ikxA(x,0),
d3x ≡ d2xdt, kx = kx − ωt, (B50)
after taking into account that the correlation function is
invariant under time translations (due to the fact that the
Hamiltonian is time independent) and also under spatial
translations (this last property is shown explicitly later). We
now proceed to compute the previous correlation functions
within the diagrammatic version of the TDHFA, in which the
equation for A(k,ω) reads
A(k,ω) = − i
h¯
∑
k,l
∫
dω′
2π
1
S
∑
k′

A(0)∗
kl (k,ω)
×Gk(ω′)Gl(ω + ω′)Akl(k′,ω), (B51)
where we have introduced the dressed vertex function
Akl(k′,ω). In the above equation, we have made use of the
identity
∑
k′ e
ik′x′ = Sδ(x′). We remark that the index k in
Eq. (B51) labels the quantum numbers (nk,pk,αk) and not
momentum. The expression for the noninteracting vertex

A(0)
kl (k,ω) is

A(0)
kl (k,ω) =
∫
d2x
†
l (x)eikxθAk(x)
= e−ikx pk+pl2 l2B δpl−pk,kyA∗nknl (k)θαlαk (B52)
with θαlαk defined in Eq. (B47).
In the TDHFA, the Dyson’s equation for the dressed vertex
function is given by
Akl(k′,ω) = A(0)kl (k′,ω) −
i
h¯
∑
j,m
[Vlk,jm − Vjk,lm]
×
∫
dω′
2π
Gj (ω′)Gm(ω + ω′)Ajm(k′,ω)
(B53)
with Vlk,jm the matrix elements of the total interaction
potential, see Eq. (B36).
The diagrams for the total bare interaction, the correlation
function and the vertex equation in the TDHFA are shown in
Fig. 10. Hence, within the TDHFA, the dressed vertex function
is the bare vertex (first term) plus the series corresponding to
bubble (second term) and ladder (third term) diagrams. The
RPA approximation would correspond to just keep only the
bubble diagrams. By defining the two-particle propagator
iDkl(ω) ≡
∫
dω′
2π
Gk(ω′)Gl(ω + ω′)
= i
[
νk(1 − νl)
ω + ωk − ωl + iη −
νl(1 − νk)
ω + ωk − ωl − iη
]
,
(B54)
we simplify Eqs. (B51) and (B53) as
h¯A(k,ω) = 1
S
∑
k,l
∑
k′

A(0)∗
kl (k,ω)Dkl(ω)Akl(k′,ω),
Akl(k′,ω) = A(0)kl (k′,ω) +
1
h¯
∑
j,m
[Vlk,jm − Vjk,lm]
×Djm(ω)Ajm(k′,ω). (B55)
We note that the two-particle propagator Dkl(ω) does not
depend on the momenta pk,pl and it is only nonzero whenever
the pair index kl represents one filled level and one empty.
Further simplifications can be made by summing over all
the momenta
h¯A(k,ω) =
∑
nk,nl
αkαl
∑
k′
θ∗αlαkAnknl (k)Dkl(ω)LAkl(k,k′,ω),
(B56)
LAkl(k,k′,ω) ≡
1
S
∑
pl,pk
ei
pl+pk
2 kx l
2
B δpl−pk,ky
A
kl(k′,ω). (B57)
The function LAkl only depends in k,l through the magnetic
level and the valley-spin polarization so, thanks to these
manipulations, we get rid of the momentum indices and
simplify the vertex equation. For instance, for the bare vertex,

A(0)
kl (k′,ω), one finds
L
(0)A
kl (k,k′,ω) =
1
S
∑
pl,pk
ei
pl+pk
2 kx l
2
B δpl−pk,ky
A(0)
kl (k′,ω)
= 1
2πl2B
δk,k′A
∗
nknl
(k)θαlαk , (B58)
while for the ladder and bubble diagrams, after using the
expression for the matrix elements given in Eq. (B36),
1
S
1
h¯
∑
j,m
∑
pl,pk
ei
pl+pk
2 kx l
2
B δpl−pk,ky [Vlk,jm − Vjk,lm]Djm(ω)
×Ajm(k′,ω) =
1
h¯
∑
nj ,nm
αj αm
Wlk,jm(k)Djm(ω)LAjm(k,k′,ω)
(B59)
with Wlk,jm(k) given in Eq. (B40). From the above expres-
sion, it is easy to understand the notation of the quantities
URPA and ULAD: they take into account the energy contribution
from bubble and ladder diagrams, respectively [63]. Since we
have performed the summation in all the momentum dummy
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variables, from now on we use the index k to label just the
quantum numbers (nk,αk).
After inserting the expression for Akl(k,ω) of Eq. (B55)
in Eq. (B57) and using Eqs. (B58)-(B59), one realizes that
LAkl(k,k′,ω) is diagonal in (k,k′). Hence after defining a new
dressed vertex function
LAkl(k,k′,ω) ≡
1
2πl2B
δk,k′ ˜
A
kl(k,ω), (B60)
the original integral equation (B53) for the dressed vertex is
transformed into a discrete matrix equation:
˜Akl(k,ω) = A∗nknl (k)θαlαk (B61)
+ 1
h¯
∑
jm
Wlk,jm(k)Djm(ω) ˜Ajm(k,ω),
where we remark that the labels l,k,j,m now only represent
the pair index corresponding to the magnetic level n and the
valley-spin polarization α. The correlation function then reads
h¯A(k,ω) = 12πl2B
∑
kl
θ∗αlαkAnknl (k)Dkl(ω) ˜Akl(k,ω).
(B62)
The δk,k′ factor appearing in Eq. (B60) ensures the translational
invariance of the correlation function previously assumed. In
order to solve the matrix equation (B61), we define
Akl(k,ω) ≡
1
h¯
Dkl(ω) ˜Akl(k,ω), (B63)
Xkl,jm(k,ω) ≡ Wlk,jm(k) − δkj δlmh¯D−1kl (ω), (B64)
and then ∑
jm
Xkl,jm(k,ω)Ajm(k,ω) = −akl(k) (B65)
with akl given by Eq. (B47). According to Eqs. (B54), (B63),
and (B64), the only valid matrix elements of Xkl,jm(k,ω) are
those where the index pair kl correspond to one level occupied
and the other level empty (the same goes for jm). Therefore
Xkl,jm(k,ω = 0) = Xkl,jm(k) is exactly the same of Eq. (B40).
Indeed, after rewriting Eq. (B62) as
A(k,ω) = − 12πl2B
∑
kl
′∑
jm
′
a∗kl(k)X−1kl,jm(k,ω)ajm(k)
= − 1
2πl2B
a†(k)X−1(k,ω)a(k) (B66)
and following the discussion leading to Eq. (B35), we find that
the poles of the correlation function also give the collective-
mode energies, as they are given by the condition det[ ˜X(k) −
h¯ω] = 0, which is the same eigenvalue problem of Eq. (B38).
In particular, note that Eqs. (B47) and (B66) are equivalent
as X−1(k,ω) = −χ (k,ω), revealing the close link between
the correlation and the response functions mentioned at the
beginning of the section.
Although the diagrammatic formalism may be more robust
from a fundamental point of view, the form of the TDHFA
equations obtained in Sec. B 1 c provides a simpler and clearer
physical picture of the TDHFA since it allows us to understand
the collective modes in terms of wave functions.
APPENDIX C: COMPUTATION OF THE DISPERSION
RELATION IN THE TDHFA
We devote this section to the computation of the solutions
to the TDHFA equations for the ν = 0 QH state within the
projected model considered in this work.
1. Analytical results for the dispersion matrix
We start by computing analytically the elements of the
dispersion matrix, Xkl,jm(k), given by Eq. (B40). In particular,
we focus on the nontrivial many-body contribution arising
from interactions, Wlk,jm(k). In order to give its explicit
expression, we separate the Coulomb from the short-ranged
terms
Wlk,jm(k) = WClk,jm(k) + W srlk,jm(k). (C1)
The Coulomb term, WClk,jm(k), has no direct (RPA) contribu-
tion as it vanishes when considering the proper elements of
the dispersion matrix because in our model the empty levels
have different valley-spin polarization from that of the filled
ones. Thus we only have to consider the exchange (ladder)
contribution, which yields
WClk,jm(k) = −UCnjnk,nlnm (k)δαjαk δαlαm,
UCnjnk,nlnm (k) =
∫
d2q
(2π )2 e
i(qxky−qykx )l2BAnjnk (−q)
×Anlnm (q)V0(q). (C2)
These energies are given in terms of modified Bessel functions,
as seen by computing the element UC00,00(k). After changing
to polar coordinates, taking into account that only the real part
of the complex exponential survives, performing the integral
over the radial coordinate and using the integral representation
of the modified Bessel functions,
In(x) = 12π
∫ 2π
0
dϕex cosϕe−inϕ, (C3)
one finds that
UC00,00(k) = F00
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕe−
(klB )2 sin2 ϕ
2
= F00I0
[ (klB)2
4
]
e−
(klB )2
4 (C4)
with F00 given by Eq. (18).
The other elements UCnjnk,nlnm (k) can also be computed
analytically. Instead of using the complicated expression found
in the tables, we simply take into account that Anlnm (q) is a
polynomial in qx,qy multiplied by e−
(qlB )2
4
. Then,
UCnjnk,nlnm (k) =
∫
d2q
(2π )2 Pnjnk,nlnm (qx,qy)e
i(qxky−qykx )l2B
×V0(q)e−
(qlB )2
2 (C5)
with Pnjnk,nlnm (qx,qy) some polynomial. For UC00,00(k),
P00,00(qx,qy) = 1. Therefore, from the usual properties of
Fourier transforms, one has that
UCnjnk,nlnm (k) = Pnjnk,nlnm
(
−i ∂
∂ky
,i
∂
∂kx
)
UC00,00(k). (C6)
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Since the Bessel functions are solutions of a second order
differential equation, their higher order derivatives can always
be put in terms of themselves and their first derivatives. For
I0(x), dI0dx = I1(x), which means that the elementsUCnjnk,nlnm (k)
are expressed through combinations of I0,I1 and polynomials
in kx,ky . For instance, from Eq. (A7), we obtain
UC10,00 =
∂
∂ky
+ i ∂
∂kx√
2
UC00,00(k)
= F00 ky + ikx
2
√
2
{
I1
[ (klB)2
4
]
− I0
[ (klB)2
4
]}
e−
(klB )2
4
(C7)
and so on. For large x, a saddle-point approximation of the
integral in Eq. (C3) gives I0(x) ∼ ex√x . Then, for large wave
vector k, klB  1, UC00,00(k) ∼ (klB)−1. As the other elements
are obtained from derivatives of UC00,00(k), the total matrix UC
decays at least as (klB)−1 for large k.
We now turn our attention to the short-range interactions.
Using the property (A25), one finds that the orbital part of RPA
and ladder contributions is the same and then
W srlk,jm(k) =
1
2
Anlnk (−k)Anjnm (k)uαkαl ,αj αm,
uαkαl ,αj αm ≡
∑
i
ui[(τi)αlαk (τi)αjαm−(τi)αjαk (τi)αlαm ]. (C8)
Thus all the valley-spin structure of the short-range interac-
tions is captured by the effective couplings uαkαl ,αj αm , which
present the following properties:
uαkαl ,αj αm = (uαjαm,αkαl )∗ = (uαlαk,αmαj )∗ = −uαkαj ,αlαm .
(C9)
In order to simplify the notation, we define a matrix C(k)
containing the exchange Coulomb energies with the following
index ordering in orbital space:
C(k) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
C00,00 C00,01 C00,10 C00,11
C01,00 C01,01 C01,10 C01,11
C10,00 C10,01 C10,10 C10,11
C11,00 C11,01 C11,10 C11,11
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦,
Cnknl ,nj nm (k) ≡ UCnjnk,nlnm (k). (C10)
We also define an analog matrix R(k) for the short-range
interactions
Rnknl ,nj nm (k) ≡ 12Anlnk (−k)Anjnm (k) = 12A∗nknl (k)Anjnm (k).
(C11)
Then, after taking into account that the only valid matrix
elements of Xkl,jm(k) are those with the pair indices kl,jm
corresponding to one level filled and one level empty and that
the occupation number for the ν = 0 QH state only depends
on the valley-spin polarization, it is seen that the matrix ˜X(k)
of the TDHFA equations (B38) is a 32 × 32 matrix of the
form
˜X(k) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y ac,ac Y ac,ad Y ac,bc Y ac,bd Y ac,ca Y ac,da Y ac,cb Y ac,db
Y ad,ac Y ad,ad Y ad,bc Y ad,bd Y ad,ca Y ad,da Y ad,cb Y ad,db
Y bc,ac Y bc,ad Y bc,bc Y bc,bd Y bc,ca Y bc,da Y bc,cb Y bc,db
Y bd,ac Y bd,ad Y bd,bc Y bd,bd Y bd,ca Y bd,da Y bd,cb Y bd,db
−Y ca,ac −Y ca,ad −Y ca,bc −Y ca,bd −Y ca,ca −Y ca,da −Y ca,cb −Y ca,db
−Y da,ac −Y da,ad −Y da,bc −Y da,bd −Y da,ca −Y da,da −Y da,cb −Y da,db
−Y cb,ac −Y cb,ad −Y cb,bc −Y cb,bd −Y cb,ca −Y cb,da −Y cb,cb −Y cb,db
−Y db,ac −Y db,ad −Y db,bc −Y db,bd −Y db,ca −Y db,da −Y db,cb −Y db,db
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (C12)
where the 4 × 4 matrices Yαkαl ,αj αm (k) are the building blocks of ˜X(k) and represent the different valley-spin sectors. As discussed
after Eq. (B29), computing just the modes with positive norm is sufficient for characterizing the collective modes.
After some straightforward manipulations, the matrices Yαkαl ,αj αm (k) can be written as
Yαkαl ,αj αm (k) = [αkαl I + F (k)]δαkαj δαlαm + R(k)uαkαl ,αj αm,
αkαl = (ναk − ναl )(αl − αk) = ∣∣αl − αk ∣∣, F (k) ≡ diag
[
F0,
F0 + F1
2
,
F0 + F1
2
,F1
]
− C(k). (C13)
We remind that the occupied states (να = 1) correspond to po-
larizations α = a,b while the empty ones (να = 0) correspond
to α = c,d and that I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. Between the
square brackets of Eq. (C13), αkαl represents the valley-spin
part of the mean-field energy gap [see Eq. (20)], while
the matrix F (k) contains all the terms involving Coulomb
interactions, both mean-field and many-body contributions. At
the same time, they are all multiplied by a diagonal tensor with
respect to the valley-spin indices, so the different valley-spin
sectors of ˜X are only connected through terms arising from
short-range interactions, proportional to uαkαl ,αj αm . This fact
simplifies notably the calculations since many of the effective
couplings uαkαl ,αj αm are related to each other through Eq. (C9)
and also some of them vanish due to symmetry considerations
(see next section) and consequently we do not need to take into
account the full 32 × 32 problem. In particular, using Eq. (C9),
it is shown that the only independent and nonvanishing element
in the anomalous sector [the off-diagonal boxes in Eq. (C12)]
is uac,db.
Some analytical properties of the dispersion relation can
be obtained from the above results. First, as explained in the
main text, at k = 0 the total orbital pseudospin O and its
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z-component Oz are good quantum numbers. We can check
this fact by making a unitary transformation in the matrix ˜X
that switches to the singlet and triplet magnetoexciton base,
ˆM
†
OOz,αα′ (k),
ˆM
†
11,αα′ (k) = ˆM†1α0α′ (k),
ˆM
†
10,αα′ (k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†1α1α′ (k) − ˆM†0α0α′ (k)],
(C14)
ˆM
†
1−1,αα′ (k) = ˆM†0α1α′ (k,)
ˆM
†
00,αα′ (k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†1α1α′ (k) + ˆM†0α0α′ (k)].
This transformation yields a simplified form at k = 0 for the
matrices Yαkαl ,αj αm ,
Yαkαl ,αj αm (k = 0) = (αkαl I + F )δαkαj δαlαm + Ruαkαl ,αj αm,
F = diag
[
0,
F00 + F11
2
,
F00 + F11
2
,2F01
]
,
R = diag[1,0,0,0], (C15)
where the order of the magnetic indices for rows and columns
corresponds to OOz = 00,11,1 − 1,10. All matrices are now
diagonal in this new basis. In particular, the energy of the
singlet OOz = 00 mode is independent of the Coulomb
strength and is the only one that presents a nontrivial structure
in valley-spin due to many-body contributions from short-
range interactions, represented by the matrix R. This contrasts
to the case of orbital-triplet modes, where the many-body
corrections due to short-range interactions vanish and the
collective-mode frequencies are immediately obtained from
the diagonal of αkαl I + F .
For k 	= 0, we show that the resulting dispersion relation
is isotropic. The key point is the polar structure of the
magnetic form factors, shown in Eq. (A6). As (kx,ky) =
k(sinϕk, cosϕk),
Rnknl ,nj nm (k) = ei(nl−nk )ϕkei(nj−nm)ϕkRnknl ,nj nm (k) (C16)
with Rnknl ,nj nm (k) a function that only depends on k = |k| [not
to be confused with the subindex k that labels the quantum
numbers (nk,αk)]. For the Coulomb interaction, we switch to
the following polar coordinates in the integral of Eq. (C2),
q = q(sinϕq, cosϕq). This gives
UCnjnk,nlnm (k) =
∫ ∞
0
dq
(
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕqe
iqkl2B sin(ϕq−ϕk)e−i(nk+nm−nj−nl )ϕq
)
wnjnk,nlnm (q) (C17)
with wnjnk,nlnm (q) some function that only depends on q. The polar integral gives
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕqe
iqkl2B sin(ϕq−ϕk)e−i(nk+nm−nj−nl )ϕq = e−i(nk+nm−nj−nl )ϕkJnk+nm−nj−nl
(
qkl2B
)
. (C18)
This implies that the matrix C(k) has the same dependence on the polar angle of Eq. (C16). On the other hand, for the diagonal
elements nknl = njnm and the factor ei(nl−nk )ϕkei(nj−nm)ϕk becomes the unity. Hence ˜Xkl,jm(k) is of the form
˜Xkl,jm(k) = e−i(nk−nl )ϕk ˜Xkl,jm(k)ei(nj−nm)ϕk (C19)
with Xkl,jm(k) depending only on k = |k|. Then, after making an appropriated phase transformation in the magnetic indices we
get rid of the dependence on the polar angle of the momentum and obtain a matrix ˜Xkl,jm(k) which explicitly depends solely on
k = |k|. Therefore the resulting dispersion relation is isotropic, ω(k) = ω(k).
We remark that the previous proof only relies on the fact that the Coulomb interaction is rotationally invariant and not on its
particular form. Thus this result applies for any rotationally invariant interaction potential; in particular, it holds for the screened
interaction considered in Sec. VI.
For completeness, we give the expression of the rotationally invariant matrices F (k),R(k) that arise from the matrix ˜X(k) in
Eq. (C19). For Coulomb interactions,
C(k) = F00e−
(klB )2
4
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I0
klB
2
√
2
(R01) − klB2√2R01
I0
2 − (klB )
2
4 R01
klB
2
√
2
R01
I0
2 + (klB )
2
4 R01
I1
2 − (klB )
2
4 R01
klB
4
√
2
[S01 − (klB)2R01]
− klB
2
√
2
R01
I1
2 − (klB )
2
4 R01
I0
2 + (klB )
2
4 R01 − klB4√2 [S01 − (klB)2R01]
I0
2 − (klB )
2
4 R01
klB
4
√
2
[S01 − (klB)2R01] − klB4√2 [S01 − (klB)2R01]
3
4I0 − (klB )
2
4 I0 + (klB )
4
8 R01
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
I0,1 ≡ I0,1
[ (klB)2
4
]
, S01 ≡ I0 + I1, R01 ≡ I0 − I1, (C20)
and F (k) obtained through Eq. (C13), while for short-range interactions
R(k) = r(k)a(k)a†(k), a(k) ≡ 1√
2
(
1 + (klB )48
)
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
klB√
2
− klB√
2
1 − (klB )22
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, r(k) = e
− (klB )22
(
1 + (klB)
4
8
)
. (C21)
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Note that the matrix R(k) is a matrix of rank 1 as it is
proportional to the projector on the vector a(k). Interestingly,
from the above expressions it is immediate to check that
the vector [0,1,1,0]T is an eigenvector of the matrices
F (k) and R(k); in particular, it is orthogonal to a(k). Hence
the following linear combination of magnetoexcitons with
Oz = ±1 and ναk − ναl = 1,
ˆM†αlαk (k) =
1√
2
[
eiϕk ˆM
†
1αl ,0αk (k) + e−iϕk ˆM
†
0αl ,1αk (k)
]
, (C22)
is always an eigenmode of the TDHFA equations, which
describes the N = 2 orbital modes, with frequency
h¯ω
αlαk
2 (k) = αkαl + F00
[
11
8
− I0 + I1
2
e−
(klB )2
4
]
. (C23)
Note that the only dependence on the short-range interactions
of this mode is contained in the valley-spin contribution
of the single-particle gap, αkαl , so the dependence in k
solely involves Coulomb interactions. Finally, we note that
considering screened Coulomb interactions only amounts to
replace the matrix F (k) by its screened version, ¯F (k).
2. Computation of the collective modes in bilayer graphene
We now discuss the details of the computation of the
collective modes for the different states of Eqs. (23), (24), (26),
and (28). For all the phases, we give the independent non-
vanishing coefficients uαkαl ,αj αm that characterize the valley-
spin structure, discuss the symmetries of the modes and
the associated eigenvalue problem and compute the stiffness
coefficients for all the modes.
a. Ferromagnetic phase
uac,ac = ubd,bd = −uz, uac,bd = −2u⊥,
ubc,bc = uad,ad = uz. (C24)
The problem is diagonalized in valley-spin space by consid-
ering magnetoexcitons with well defined valley pseudospin
numbers, ˆM†nn′,LLz (k):
ˆM
†
nn′,11(k) = ˆM†ncn′b(k),
ˆM
†
nn′,1−1(k) = ˆM†ndn′a(k), (C25)
ˆM
†
nn′,10(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†ncn′a(k) − ˆM†ndn′b(k)],
ˆM
†
nn′,00(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†ncn′a(k) + ˆM†ndn′b(k)].
Since the ground state has well-defined quantum number
for S,Sz,L,Lz, and all magnetoexcitons have S = 1,Sz =
−1, the anomalous matrix element vanish due to spin con-
servation and hence dynamical instabilities cannot appear
in the ferromagnetic state. As a consequence, for a fixed
value of LLz, the frequency and the orbital structure of the
modes (corresponding to the N = 0,1,2,3 orbital modes) are
computed from the 4 × 4 eigenvalue equation
YLLz (k)ZLLz (k) = h¯ωLLz (k)ZLLz (k),
ZLLz =
[
u00,LLz ,u10,LLz ,u01,LLz ,u11,LLz
]T
, (C26)
where we have made use of the isotropic expressions (C19)–
(C21). All the matrices Yμ=LLz (k) present the same structure:
Yμ(k) = μI + F (k) + uμR(k), (C27)
where the valley-spin gaps μ and effective coupling energies
uμ are
00 = 10 = ac, 11 = bc, 1−1 = ad,
uL0 = uac,ac + (−1)Luac,bd , u11 = u1−1 = ubc,bc. (C28)
The previous relations imply that the dispersion relation for the
triplet modes with Lz = ±1 is the same, only shifted by the
layer voltage, ω1−1(k) = ω11(k) + 4V , and that Z1−1(k) =
Z11(k). The wave function of each mode is created by the
operator
ˆM
†
LLz
(k,t) =
∑
n,n′
ei(n−n
′)ϕkunn′,LLz (k) ˆM†nn′,LLz (k)e−iω(k)t .
(C29)
Using standard techniques it is straightforward to compute
from Eq. (C27) the stiffness coefficients of the different modes:
ρ
μ
0 =
(
23
32
F00 − uμ −
( 3
4F00 − uμ
)2
7
4F00 − 2uμ
)
l2B,
ρ
μ
1 =
(
− 9
16
F00 + u
μ
2
+
( 3
4F00 − uμ
)2
7
4F00 − 2uμ
)
l2B, (C30)
ρ
μ
2 ≡ ρ2 =
1
16
F00l
2
B, ρ
μ
3 ≡ ρ3 =
7
32
F00l
2
B.
The expression for the stiffness of the N = 2 modes can also
be obtained directly from Eq. (C23). Note that the stiffness
coefficients of the modes N = 2,3 are independent of short-
range interactions and hence of the valley-spin symmetry of
the mode; this result holds for all the phases. Remarkably,
ρ
μ
1 < 0 for every mode as the leading contribution goes as
ρ
μ
1 = −
[
27
112
F00 − 3294u
μ + O
(
uμ
F00
)]
l2B  −
27
112
F00l
2
B.
(C31)
b. Full layer-polarized phase
uac,ac = ubd,bd = 2u⊥ + uz, uac,bd = 2u⊥,
ubc,bc = uad,ad = uz. (C32)
As this phase is the analog of the F phase in valley space,
the results for the FLP phase are formally analog to those
of the F phase and they are obtained by replacing LLz by
SSz in Eqs. (C25)–(C30). As mentioned in the main text, all
triplet modes present the same dispersion relation, only shifted
by the Zeeman energy, ω1±1(k) = ω10(k) ∓ 2Z and Z11(k) =
Z10(k) = Z1−1(k).
c. Canted antiferromagnetic phase
uac,ac = ubd,bd = −uz, uac,bd = −2u⊥ cos2 θS,
ubc,bc = uad,ad = uz + 2u⊥ sin2 θS,
uac,db = 2u⊥ sin2 θS. (C33)
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Since the CAF state has only well defined value of the
z valley pseudospin, Lz = 0, the anomalous element uac,db
becomes nonzero, so the collective modes are combinations
of magnetoexcitons with ±k, see Eq. (B44) and related
discussion. For the same reason, complex-frequency modes
can appear.
The eigenvalue problem is split in sectors with fixed
Lz. First, we consider the subspace with Lz = 0, where we
define
ˆM
†
nn′,+(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†ncn′a(k) + ˆM†ndn′b(k)],
ˆM
†
nn′,−(k) =
1√
2
[ ˆM†ncn′a(k) − ˆM†ndn′b(k)]. (C34)
Note that, due to the different spin orientations of sa,sb, these
modes have no well-defined value ofL; only in the limit θS = 0
they match the proper L = 0,1 modes. In this new basis, the
eigenvalue problem is diagonalized in valley-spin space and
reduced to two independent 8 × 8 blocks:
˜Y±(k)Z±(k) = h¯ω±(k)Z±(k),
Z± = [u00,±,u10,±,u01,±,
u11,±,v00,±,v01,±,v10,±,v11,±]T , (C35)
˜Y±(k) =
[
Y±(k) ±A(k)
∓A(k) −Y±(k)
]
,
where the reader is advised to pay attention to the interchange
of magnetic indices in the v components of the vector
Z. The matrices Y±(k) are given by Eq. (C27) with the
values ± = ac and u± = uac,ac ± uac,bd and the matrix
A(k) characterizes the anomalous matrix elements of ˜X(k),
A(k) ≡ uac,dbR(k).
The velocity of the Goldstone mode is computed, after some
tedious but straightforward algebra [note that the eigenvalue
problem of Eq. (C35) at k = 0 gives a nondiagonal Jordan
canonical form for the orbital-singlet modes rather than the
usual diagonal matrix], as
h¯vG
lB
=
√√√√2A
[
23
32
F00 +  −
( 3
4F00 + 
)2
7
4F00 + 2
]
,  ≡ ac, A ≡ |uac,db|. (C36)
The wave function of the modes is created by the operator
ˆM
†
±(k,t) =
∑
n,n′
ei(n−n
′)ϕk [unn′,±(k) ˆM†nn′,±(k)e−iω(k)t + v∗nn′,±(k) ˆM†nn′,±(−k)eiω(k)t ]. (C37)
For the components with Lz = ±1, the eigenvalue problem reads
˜Y 1±1(k)Z1±1(k) = h¯ω1±1(k)Z1±1(k),
Z1±1 =
[
u00,1±1,u10,1±1,u01,1±1,u11,1±1,v00,1∓1,v01,1∓1,v10,1∓1,v11,1∓1
]T
,
˜Y 1±1(k) =
[
Y 1±1(k) −A(k)
A(k) −Y 1∓1(k)
]
, (C38)
where the expressions for Y 1±1(k) are the same as in the F state, and the operator associated to the wave function of the collective
modes is
ˆM
†
1±1(k,t) =
∑
n,n′
ei(n−n
′)ϕk [unn′,1±1(k) ˆM†nn′,1±1(k)e−iω(k)t + v∗nn′,1∓1(k) ˆM†nn′,1∓1(−k)eiω(k)t ], (C39)
which we see that mixes magnetoexcitons with ±k,Lz = ±1 in order to conserve both total momentum and total value of Lz in
the anomalous matrix element. As in the F phase, ω1−1N (k) = ω11N (k) + 4V and Z1−1(k) = Z11(k).
The expression of the stiffness coefficients for the orbital-singlet modes (when μ does not correspond to the Goldstone
one) is
ρ
μ
0 =
[(
c2μ + d2μ
)(23
32
F00 − uμ
)
− 2cμdμA −
(
cμ
[ 3
4F00 − uμ
]− dμA)2
7
4F00 + 2 − 2
√
(uμ + )2 − A2
−
(
dμ
[ 3
4F00 − uμ
]− cμA)2
7
4F00 + 2 + 2
√
(uμ + )2 − A2
]
l2B,
cμ = 12
[(
uμ +  − A
uμ +  + A
) 1
4
+
(
uμ +  + A
uμ +  − A
) 1
4
]
, dμ = 12
[(
uμ +  − A
uμ +  + A
) 1
4
−
(
uμ +  + A
uμ +  − A
) 1
4
]
. (C40)
For the N = 1 modes, the expression varies if there is a Goldstone mode:
ρ
μ
1 =
[
− 9
16
F00 + u
μ
2
+
(
cμ
[ 3
4F00 − uμ
]− dμA)2
7
4F00 + 2 − 2
√
(uμ + )2 − A2
−
(
dμ
[ 3
4F00 − uμ
]− cμA)2
7
4F00 + 2 + 2
√
(uμ + )2 − A2
]
l2B, μ = +,11,1 − 1,
ρ
μ
1 =
[
− 9
16
F00 + u
μ
2
+
( 3
4F00 − uμ
)2 − A2
7
4F00 + 2
+ 2A
( 3
4F00 − uμ − A
)2
( 7
4F00 + 2
)2
]
l2B, μ = −. (C41)
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We note that the leading contribution in the Coulomb interac-
tion strength for ρμ1 still satisfies Eq. (C31).
d. Partially layer-polarized phase
uac,ac = ubd,bd = uz + 2u⊥,
uac,bd = 2u⊥ + (uz − u⊥) sin2 θV ,
ubc,bc = uad,ad = uz − (uz − u⊥) sin2 θV ,
uac,db = (uz − u⊥) sin2 θV . (C42)
The valley-spin structure of the modes is similar to that of
the FLP phase and the problem is diagonalized by considering
modes with well defined spin number S,Sz. The main differ-
ence is that, as the Hamiltonian does not commute with the
operator ˆLn, the anomalous matrix element is nonzero.
For the modes withSz = 0, we find that the collective modes
are given by
˜Y S0(k)ZS0(k) = h¯ωS0(k)ZS0(k),
ZS0 = [u00,S0,u10,S0,u01,S0,u11,S0,v00,S0,
v01,S0,v10,S0,v11,S0]T , (C43)
˜Y S0(k) =
[
Y S0(k) (−1)SA(k)
−(−1)SA(k) −Y S0(k)
]
,
The corresponding wave functions are those of Eq. (C37)
but changing ± by SSz = 00,10, respectively. The exact
expression for the velocity of the Goldstone mode, ω000 (k) 
vGk, is also given by Eq. (C36). For the modes with Sz =
±1, the results are formally analog to those of Eqs. (C38)
and (C39), but with SSz playing the role of LLz. The values of
SSz ,uSSz characterizing the matrices Y SSz (k) are computed
in the same way as in the FLP case, also finding that
ω1±1(k) = ω10(k) ∓ 2Z andZ11(k) = Z10(k) = Z1−1(k). The
expression of the stiffness coefficient for the orbital-singlet
mode ρ100 is given by Eq. (C40) and those of ρ101 and ρ001 by
the first and second line of Eq. (C41), respectively.
3. Computation of the collective modes
in monolayer graphene
The TDHFA previously developed for computing the
collective modes of the ν = 0 QH state of bilayer graphene
is also valid for the monolayer. In particular, the dispersion
relation is also obtained from the eigenvalues of the matrix
˜X(k) of Eq. (C12) but now there is only one possible value
for the magnetic index, n = 0. Thus, as the structure in the
valley-spin space is the same as for the bilayer problem, the
building blocks of the dispersion matrix ˜X, Yαkαl ,αj αm (k), are
now scalars instead of 4 × 4 matrices:
Yαkαl ,αj αm (k) = [αkαl + F (k)]δαkαj δαlαm + R(k)uαkαl ,αj αm,
F (k) ≡ F00 − C00,00(k)
= F00
{
1 − I0
[ (klB)2
4
]
e−
(klB )2
4
}
,
R(k) ≡ 2R00,00(k) = e−
(klB )2
2 , (C44)
where we have made explicit the isotropy of the dispersion
relation. All the coefficients αkαl and uαkαl ,αj αm have the same
value as in the bilayer case but with V = 0; the same holds
for the magnitudes μ and uμ. Hence the dispersion relation
is computed in the same way as in the previous section but
replacing all the matrices Y by the corresponding scalars,
notably simplifying the calculations.
We now give the explicit analytical results for the dispersion
relation of the collective modes ωμ(k) and the associated
stiffness ρμ for every phase, characterized by the same
valley-spin symmetries μ as in the bilayer case. Note that the
components unn′ ,vnn′ of the magnetoexciton wave functions
are reduced now to scalars as the orbital structure is trivial for
monolayer graphene.
a. Ferromagnetic and charge-density wave phases
h¯ωμ(k) = Yμ(k) ≡ μ + F (k) + R(k)uμ, (C45)
ρμ =
(
F00
4
− u
μ
2
)
l2B.
As V = 0, for the F phase ω1−1(k) = ω11(k). Note the strong
similarity in the formula for the stiffness with that of bilayer
graphene for dominant Coulomb interactions, Eq. (45).
b. Canted antiferromagnetic and Kekulé distortion phases
h¯ωμ(k) =
√
[Yμ(k)]2 − [AR(k)]2. (C46)
Similarly, ω1−1(k) = ω11(k) in the CAF phase.
The velocity of the Goldstone modes is simply
h¯vG
lB
=
√
A
[
F00
2
+ G
]
(C47)
with G = − for the CAF phase and G = 00 for the KD
phase, while the stiffness coefficients are
ρμ = (u
μ + μ)(F004 − uμ2 )+ A22√
(uμ + μ)2 − A2
l2B. (C48)
Both results can be compared with those for the bilayer for
dominant Coulomb interactions, Eqs. (49) and (55).
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